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Advanced Criminal Law Seminar
June 28 - July 5, 1997
Jack Tar Village - St. Kitts

Saturday, June 28, 1997
5:00 - 7:00 p.m.

ar
Welcome Reception at ~ a c k ~Village

Sunday, June 29,1997
7 3 0 - 7:45 a.m.

Thursday, July 3,1997

Opening Remarks
BENNIERAY. Austin
J. GARY TRICHTER. Houston

Criminal investigation: Polygraph, Open
Records. Discavely & the Kitchen Sink
BENNIE HOUSE. Houston
8%

- 925 a.m.

Voir Dire in Sex & Homicide Cases
CLIFTON "SCRAPPY" HOLMES. Lonoview

- 82.0 a.m.

Current Legislative Issues
JOHN BOSTON. Austin

8:20 a.m. - 950 a.m.

The Rise & Fall of Selective Prosecution
BILL SCHAEFFER. Orlando. FL

9:40 am. - 1030 a.m.

Search & Seizure
JUDGE JADE MEEKER. Austin

10.30 a.m. - 1130 a.m.

-

Prosecution - the Full Gamit from Ethics to
Sentencing Recommandations
BlLL MOORE. H o w

Monday, June 30,1997

730 a.m.

Evefythinp You Wanted to Know About Pieas

W~B
FRANB
CIS. Y
alla as

JUDGE MOLLY F R A N C I & @ & S
JUDGE MANNY ALVAREZ

Friday, July 4, 1997
7:30 a.m. - 8:30 a.m.

830 a.m.

Ethics for Defense Practitioner
RICHABD FRANKOFF. Houston

- 9:30 a.m.

State Bar Prosecutions & COflCetnS
DIEGO VARGAS. Houston

Owl: Defense Witness Preparation
KIM DE LA GARZA Houston

9:40 .am - 10:lO a.m.

8:20 - 930 a.m.

Appeals &Writs 10 Tips
MICHAEL CHARLTON. Houston

OWi: Field Sobriety Test
WILLIAM "BUBBA" HEAD. Atlanta. GA

10:lOa.m. - 11:OO a.m.

9:40 - 1030 a.m.

DWI: Attacking the Chemical Test
LARRY TAYLOR. Lona Beach. GA

Trial Techniques
PAT GANNE. Austin
K.C. ANDERSON. Austin

10:40 -1130 a.m.

DWI: lntoxilyzer 5000 Smart Bombs
MIKE MCCOLLUM. Dallas

5:00 - 7:00 p.m.

Bobby & Belinda Lerma Volleyball
Tournament & Barbecue

Tuesday, July 1,1997

DWI: Oemonstrative Evidence
VICTOR CARMODY. Jackson. MS

8:20 - 930 a.m.

DWI: Opening & Closing Statements &Trial
Themes
FLEM "TODLSHE0"WHITED. Ill.Davtona

&&JL
9:40

- 11:OO

a.m.

-

DWI: Panel Discussion of Current issues
ROBERT LERMA. Brownsville
JUDGE CAS DUNLAP IRetired). Dailas
LUO-GE MICHAEL ALLEN PETERS. Houston
JUDGE PHIL BARKER. Dallas
JUDGE JIM PRUITT. Dallas
JUDGE BRENDA KENNEDY. Austin
JUDGE DIANE BULL. Houston

Wednesday, July 2,1997
730 - 9:30 p.m.

-

John R. & Cornelia Smith 1st Wedidng
Anniversary Dinner
Guest Speaker - RICHARD 'RACEHORSE"
HAYNES. Houston

2 0

TRAVEL & HOTEL

-

7 3 0 - 820 a.m.

h o u r s

-

All resewafions must be made through Michael Ilulnn at Uniglohe
Dynamic Travel 713/621-3833 to qualify for these prlces & should be
made prior lo April 18,1997.
Travel is provided out of DaiiasEt. Worth international Airport by
Adventure Tours, USA, Inc. Adult fare is $1,100 and the children fare is
$500. Rates include round-trip airfare from Dailas, hotel accommodations,
ail breakfast, lunch,dinner & liquor at the village. Golf fees & hotel transfers
to &from the airport at S t Kitts are included in the package.

-
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COURSE REGISTRATION FORM
ADVANCED CRIMINAL LAW SEMINAR
June 28 -July 5,1897
St. Kilts JackTarVillage
PRE-REGISTRATION BENEFITS: Your registration must reach our Office
by April 18th to be considered eligible for lowest rate of $300. Payment
aflerthis date is $350 and payment atdhe seminar is $400.
Be sure to include Droner reoistration fee as stated above.

-

Name
Address
CityIStateRlp
Telephone (
Credit Card

)

#

Expires
REURN TO: Lone Star Seminars
4515 Yoakum
Houston. Texas 77006
For more information contact:
J. Gary Trichter -713/524-1010
Bennie Ray 5121479-7775
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President's Message: A Brief Hello
By David L. Borsford .............................................

4

Editor-in-Chief Comment: Becoming A Trial Warrior
By David L.Botsford .............................................

6

In And Around Texas: Legislative Report
By Julzn C. Boston ...............................................

8
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The Federal Comer - 'The Few, The Proud, The Less ConfuseB'
BY ER. " B U C ~ " Files, J,: ........................................

10

Breath Test Refusals: Some Are Relevant And Some
Are Unconstitutional - Keeping The Irrelevant Refusals Out
By J. Gary Trichfer& Chris Smniielson ............................

12

Presenting Oral Argument Before the Court of Criminal Appeals
By Jzdge Charles E "Clzarlie"Baird ..............................

24

Visiting Judges - Able to Leap Tall Buildings in a Single Bound?
By Honorable Robert D. Jones ...................................

26

Representing a Non-United States Citizen Defendant in the Wake of
the Illegal Immigration Reform and Immigrant Responsibility Act of 1996
By Lynn Coyle & Frances Crisack .................................
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A Brief Hello

w

ell, TCDLA along with the Defender Servicer

Division of the Administrative Office of the
United States District Courts successfullj

presented a two day habeas training course in Austin on
February 21 and 22. Approximately 200 attorneys from
Texas and elsewhere came to learn the ins and outs of state
and federal habeas, hone their skills, and recharge their batteries. The program was a rousing success and hopefully,
we can now better combat the efforts to lull our clients. We
salute all of you who came and all of you who have volunteered to fight the good fight in the death arena.

By David L Botsford
For those of you who are not fully
aware of the situation, if you have a
caw ont of Bexar County, you need
to consider contacting Stanley
Schneider, Kurt Sauer and/or Cynthia
Orr. Massive indications of inaccurate forensic testing have heen
uncovered within the Bexar County
system. They willgladly give you the
ammunition you need to fully
explofe the situation.
By the way, it is now good to know
that we can lawfully be asked to exit
a vehicle in which we are a passenger. The danger to the police justifies
this,
- - according
-- to-C h i e f J u s t i c e
Rehnquist. It is interesting to read the
editorials about thid wonderful opinirm: in many, many jurisdictions, the
police are taught that it is safer for
them to keep all passengers in the
vehicle so that they can control the
location of persons they have
detained by the side of the road. The
implications of the opinion are interesting, as David Guinn from
Lubbock has noted, because now,
many counties and cities may enact
standard policies dictating the

4
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removal of a11 passengers from
stopped vehicles, including children
and women, to avoid potential civil
liability for discriminatory enforcement and selectivity.
The TCDLA Spring Trip to Park
City, Utah, was a fun experience for all
that attended. We owe a debt of thanks
to Robert Hirscbhom, who put together
an excellent seminar and a great cockfail party. The skiing was the best we
have ever encountered during a
TCDLA trip and we banded together
and recha~gedour batteries.
I want to alert you all ;to the fact
JJCDLAICDAP isundexgoingtwg
audits. One audit is looking at the fiscal
1995 and 1996 expenditures of CDW,
which is the afganization that administers the funds we get from the C m of
Criminal Appeals to train lawyers. The
other audit d a t e s to the now defunct
Texas Center for Correctional Services,
formerly headed by Bill LaEowe. We
we hopeful that these audits will not
result in significant adjustments, but the
possibility exists due to a number of
problems. More later on this as the
audits continue,
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The legislature has been an interesting experience. For instance, SB 114
-modifying the harmless ennr rubsailed out of the Senate subcommittee
in the Senate's never ending quest to
eliminate reversible error in the state
courts. If SB 114 is ultimately enacted,
the violation of any state statute- even
a ma~datorystatate -will constitute
reversible error if but only if the record
affirmativelg shows ham. Query: how
does an attorney show harm from the
denial of, for insmce, o p e ~ n gstatem n t or dosing argument?How does an
attorney show harm if the jury was
and
deliberated in
allowed to separate
- - twoor thG p u p s independent of each
other? How can you ever show harm if
a trial judge denies you an opportunity
to voice your objeotions? This i s a
potential nightmare. Hopefully, the
Court of Criminal Appeals will strike
this down on constitutional grounds if it
does pass.
Friends, as I write this column, I find
myself at counsel table trying a federal
lawsuit. I apologize for the brevity of
this column. Until later, good hunting,
keep the faith, and fake care. *

I ~ r i m i n a lD e f e n s e L a w y e r s P r o j e c t

Skills Course
April 10-11, 1997
College Station, Texas
College Station Hilton
& Conference Center

1

HOTEL RESERVATION CARD
in order to secure your hotel resewations at reduced group
rates, mail this card or call Identifying yourself with the CRIMINAL DEFENSE LAWYERS PROJECTby March 25,1997.
College Station Hilton & Conference Center
$55.00 king + taxes
801 University Drive East
College Station, Texas 77840
4091693-7500
i will check in on

and out on
I am attending the seminar which Is being conducted by the

CRIMINAL DEFENSE LAWYERS PROJECT to be held April
10-11,1997.
Name

Registration

Address
CitylStateRip

Welcome & Opening Remarks
APPELLATE ADVOCACY
BRIAN WICE. Houston

- 11:OO a.m.

10:15 a.m.

11:OO a.m. - 12:OO noon

PRESERVATION OF ERROR
NED BARNETT. Houston
COURT OF CRIMINAL APPEALS
SIGNIFICANT DECISIONS
JUDGE CHARLIE BAIRD. Austin

- 2:15 p.m.

PUNISHMENT SENTENCING
BENNIE RAY. Austin

2 1 5 p.m. - 3:15 p.m.

WRITS OF HABEAS CORPUS
MIKE GIBSON. El Pasq

1.30 p.m.

3:30 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.

11:OO a.m. - 12:00 noon
1:30 p.m.

- 2% p.m.

2% p.m. - 3 3 5 p.m.

-

3:30 p.m. 4:30 p.m.

Credit Card and number for LATE ARRIVAL GUARANTEE
(after 6 p.m.)
Cardp#

Expires

COURSE PRE-REGISTRATION FORM
SKILLS COURSE
April 10-11,1997
College Station, Texas

PRE-REGISTRATION BENEFITS; Your registration must
reach our office by Friday, April 4th to ensure receipt of
course materials at the seminar.
Include vour $180 lmemher)
S18Otnon-member) reoistralion fee.
Name

LEGISLATIVE UPDATE
JOHN BOSTON. Austin

Address

VOlR DIRE
BENNIE HOUSE. Houston

County

TRIAL NOTEBOOK
KYLE WELCH. McAllen

I am a,am not 0 a member of the TCDLA

APPEALS
LARRY WARNER. Brownsville
INDIGENT DEFENSE
RANDY WILSON. Abilene
PERSUASIVE DEFENSE
LYDIA CLAY-JACKSON. Conroe
ETHICS
JIM LAVINE. Houston

CitylStateRip Code

Bar Card No.

RETURN TO: CDLP
600 West 13th Street
Austin. Texas 78701
(512) 478-7994
Amount Enclosed $

Becoming A
Trial Warrior
I

t shuck me while watching a video clip of an action movie, how

carefully the actors were stepping. It was a chase scene, in gridlock traffic, with the characters racing from hood to roof, firing
their guns and putting on quite a show. But it was phony. You could
see it was phony. They were actually watching where they were
going, not talchg the risks and falls that a real chase would have
entailed. No one fell between the cars or banged into a windshield or
even slipped. Normally we don't watch movies with that type of
critical eye. We are relaxed and ready to have an enjoyable night out.
We are ready to be fooled. But juries eren't. They at= not going fo
the movies and they damn sure aren't ready to be fooled. They take
their jobs seriously. They do watch and they do read our body language and the inflections in our voices. They are rarely fooled. How
are we perceived in the coumoom? Do we look like actors trying to
act like what we think real lawyers nct like? Do we come across as
phony? Is it a real race with something on the line, or is it just an act?
The answer - you've got to take the risks of injuring yourself. If
you don't take a risk when you tly a case, if you don't bleed a little,
jusors will peg you for a phony. What can you do to attain the level
of-confidencethatal1owsyo~omake humaivmistakesin front of
juries and survive? It is training!
Criminal defense lawyers that get the
consistently goad lmults for their ojients
aren't actors (maybe they have some
thespian in them, but what they've
learned to project am those real pans of
their persnnaliities that work, their sincerities, and to suppress those parts that do
not work for themJ They are M o m .
Civil trial lawyw aregood, trained warriors, but criminal trial lawyers need to

6
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be the commandos of war. We are the
ones who must do more with lm and
fight with the least amount of information and the greatest amount of rigorously practiced battle skills. It makes
6absolutelyno sense to get second rate
training. We are not cannon fodder. If
we are going to do battle, only the bast
tmining wiU do. That m m s that it must
be tough, rigorous, continuous and
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By William R Allison
always on the. cutting edge. In criminal
trial work,you can net aEod to be a conventional soldier. Of@n you will operate
alone or with ddy one helper. You will
not find dangerous bib of evidence in
your trial because you stumble upon
them, y o u m $ n ~ b
e
m
*re
they me likely to be and either devise a
tactic to minimize or eliminate that evidehce,or go anund it.
Goad criminal defense lawyers cannot affordto simply act, rather, we learn
to react instinctively and accurately
under fie. It takes knowledge and skill
to set un ambush - it takes superb
training and instinct to survive the
opposition's ambush. Anticipation
becomes second nature. Evidence
becomes a reactionary science, not an

-

academic one. Metaphor too masculine They don't screw around. They invest
for you? Sony, but the bullets that the professional capital in these courses
prosecutors a e firing at you are real and because they know that the principal
are not gender specific, so you just have will grow and the dividends will be
to accept my analogy until a more apt steady. During the course and after,
one comes along. How do you leam to these lawyers "exercise" by repeating
react'? By training. By staying in shape their experiences - like pushups for the assignments you accept.
over and over again. It's grass d~ills,or
Criminal trial lawyers must exercise a maybe breast feeding. You do it over
combination of two types of intelli- and over again until you get comfortgence. Common sense is one, The see- able with the discomfort - until the
ond are the fundamental tools w e d pain feels natural. Instead of pushups,
daily in trials to extract favorable infor- these lawyers regularly read the slip
mation and keep out unfavorable infor- opinions so they know what the Court
mation. They go to trial schools, like of Criminal Appeals and the Fifth
the Criminal Trial Advocacy Institute in Circuit did yesterday.
Huntsville, or the National College of
If you're new and don't have cases of
NACDL in Macon, Georgia; or one of your own, or if you find yourself in court
the many National Institute of Trial jnst waiting, watch other lawyers "pracAdvocacy courses held around the tice." If you have some training in what
country. When they are in these is right and wrong in trial law, you can
schwls, they may go out at night with leam from watching even a bad lawyer
new friends to meet new people and ply asking it in your bead. Over and
make new contacts, but what they really over and over - until it becomes second
do is stay up late and get up early to be name to you. You begin to recognize
prepared for that days assignment. the "one question too many" when the

-

witness either slam dunks the lawyer, or
should. You begin to see what is coming
next - that sixth sense of anticipation
- and wonder why that lawyer didn't
have a clue that the bad stuff was about
to be dumped on him or her. You begin
to operate in the Zone. Only the Elite
operate in the Zone.
What comes to the Elite who have the
heart to work through their personal
demons and professional fears?
Wealth? Probably not, but if you are a
passable manager, you will do OK.
Success-YES!! That's it, SUCCESS.
That's what comes from making the
pain comfottable. You may not make
the money that a senior associate in a
big firm makes, but you would be able
to beat the socks off those lawyers each
and every time you go up against them.
You will be a better mud wrestler, and
the mud has become your friend.
Others will not want to sully themselves. You will have become a night
fighter and the darkness n o longer
scares you, it gives you comfort.

*

-

Denr Editor:
Re: Juvenile Justice Symposium
During the past two years, the majority of states have enacted legislation designed to hold juveniles accused of
illegal conduct to adult standards of criminal liability and blameworthiness. Congress is cm~entlyconsidering similar
"get tough" legislation.
In an effort to share informationand ideas regarding the treatment of juveniles on state and federa1 levels, the
NACDL Juvenile Justice Committee and Council of Affiliates will present a "JuveNle Justice Symposium" scheduled
for Friday, May 2 from 7:30-9:00 a.m. at the Spring NACDL Meeting in Boston. Featnred speakers will include
NACDL legislative director Leslie Hagin, who will discuss pending federal legislation.
We are asking your assistance in ~ecruitingyour members to attend and to patticipate in the Symposium by sharing
information regarding legislation and litigation involving juveniles in their respective jurisdictions. Participants will
be asked to make five minutep~sentations,and to provide other attendees with written materials they feel will be
helnful.
We would appreciate your letting the members of your organization know about the Symposium, and having
interested individuals contact us regarding the program. We would also ask that you provide us with the name,
address and telephone numbers of your membeis who have expertise in the area of juvenile law, so that we may invite
them to attend.
Thank you for your help. We lookfo~wardto hearing from you.
Helen Leiner
Co-Chair, Juvenile Justice Committee
Leiner, Gallalme & Gardner. P.C.
4103 Chain Bridge Road, Suite 400
Fairfax, VA 22030
(703) 591-1 112/(703) 591-7765-fax

Daniel E. Monnat
Council of Affiliate
Monnat & Spufrier
221 S. Broadway, Suite 512
Wichita, KS 67202
(316) 264-2800/(316) 264-4785-fax
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Legislative Report

T
a

he 75'" Legislature is into its seventh week as

this is written and to quote Tom Krampitz, Texas i

District and County Attorneys Association

Executive Director, "There's not much heavy lifting thif
session" ... with a few notable exceptions. Senate Bill 114
the so-called "harmless error" bill' has passed the Senate
and is on its way to the House, where TCDLA hopes tc
mount effective opposition to this ill-conceived piece oi
legislative meddling in the judiciary's business. Time will

By John Boston

tell. You can help defeat this and other bad bills. Here's

deletes, "...based on probable cause"
in referring to a warrant issued by a
neutral magistrate. HB 573 amends
the exception paragraph by adding two
subparagraphs, [B] the evidence is
from a source independent of a violation of federal or state law, "or" [Cl,
which would create intervening circumstance that is sufficient to atmuate the taint created by a violation of
federd or state law, and the bill adds a
Fiial provision that the evidence
would be admissible if it would have
been discovered by lawful means. The
currently existing exception paragraph
[designated (A) in this bill], which is
related tr, an officer's objective good
Faith reliance on a warrant i s not
%mendedin this hill.

how. TCDLA must act collectively, so please contact the
home office (all 512 area codes) 478-2514, Fax 469-9107,
e-mail voice@tcdIct.comor one of the TCDLA lobbyists,
Keith Hampton, 476-8484, Fax 476-0953, e-mail hamp-

tonlaw@juno.comor Betty Blackwell, 479-0149 Fax 320-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

8743, e-mail bblackw617@ao1.camfor TCDLA's position
on any pending legislation.
q

In addition to SB 114 there a r t
three bills, HB 603 by Bill Carter,
Fort Worth, which would create DWI
roadblocks; HB 1365 by Rep. Robert
Talton, Pasadena and HB 573 by
Terry Keel, Austin; both of which
would amend Article 38.23
CCP(again). HB 1365 would delete

8
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"other person ' from (a), the paragraph
which makes inadmissible any evidence seized by anyone in violation of
the laws or constitutions of Texas or
the U.S. This Bill would also add
inevitable discovery to paragraph (b)
as an exception to grounds for snppression and, in the same paragraph
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HB 603 would create Sobriety and
"ntralled Substance Checkpoints
#Ith prooedures that purport to comply

February 28,1997:1785.

[I

with the U.S. Supreme Court opinion
in Michigan v. Sitz, 496 U.S.444
(1990). Keith Eampton has written a
thoughtful position paper which
cogently outlines why there is no
necessity for roadblocks in Texas,
Copies are available on request; however, some reIated points in Keith's
paper ale: in tbe 1995 Legislative sessiou the proponents urged adoption of
roudblwks in order to cateh more
drunks driving. In this session the
emphasis is more on the idea that prior
notice of roadblocks is an effective
publicity tool for deterring drunks
from driving. It uvuld be less expensive in term of erosion of the fundamental principles of privacy and freedom fmm government intrusion to
continue the current media publicity
program emphasizing the dangers and
expensc of drunk driving, The deterrent value of roadblocks is caIled to
question by a recent study which stated, "...(roadblocks') limitations are as
apparent as their advantages. Law
enforcement campaigns can be effective but ..., these tactics seem to succeed in deterring ouIy this crime, at
this time, in this place.'' (emphasis in
original.)

dants the right to waive connsel in a
misdemeanor; it should, in fairness,
return their sight tr, waive a jury trial
as well.

An i s m s which arose in the 1995
Legislative session relates to davnestic
violence prosecutions where the
spousal privilege was abolished in
cases of domestic assault. With the
elimination of the privilege, wives (in
nearly all cases) who do not wish to
restify against their spouses no h g e r
have the privilege and must testify or
possibly face contempt charges.
Prop@uents,including representatives
of prosecutors' offices in Texas
assured legislators that prosmutors
would not foize complainants to testify against their will. Experience since
I995 has not born out this assurance.
Conceding that there are wives so
abused that they are unable to get out
of an abusive relationship without
help, it should be recognized; however, that the* are many wives and sign-Snxut others who are sufficiently in
control of their own lives to be able to
make the decision of whether or not to
prosecute their abusers. There is a
curmnt proposal, not yet filed, which
favors personal autonomy in these
HB 515 by Jim Dunnam, af Moody cases, and it would return self-deterwould permit a defendant accused of a mination to spouses while protecting
misdemeanor to waive a jury trial them by requiring a domestic violence
regardless of whether shethe were program where the wife would be
represented by an atrotney at the time offered assistance and counseling.
of the waiver. This bill is the logical Defendants who are convicted and
meaus, by way of a friendly amend- placed on probation for domestic vioment, to undue the mischief caused by lence would be required to pay an
the ruling of Curry ex re1 Caw, 847 additional probation fee of $10 to help
S.W.2d 561 (TxCrApp 1992)" which fund shelters for battered persons.
held Article 1.13 CCP does not allow
There's more, but we will continue
a defendant the right to waive a jury
trial without consent of the state. discussion of the 75* Legislature in this
That Article (Texas law since 1856) space next month.
had been amended in 1991 to allow
Every member get a member.
the defendant in a capital case to
waive a jucy if the state did not seek Semper fi.
the death penalty. Despite clear legislative history that the 1991 amendment to Article 1.13 did not apply to 1 The text of SB 114 (or any bill) can
be read in Texas Legislahlls On Line
anything but capital cases, the Coua
through "Important Links" on
of Crimiqal Appeals refused to find
TCDLA's website: www.fcdla.com
in favor of Count Court-&Law Judge
or d l the home o f b for a fax or
Brent C a n of Tarrant County, who
mail copy.
had ruled, i n effect, that only the
defendant had the right to waive a 2 M. Laurence, J. Snortum & F.
Zimring, Social Control of the
jury in a misdemeanor case. HB 515
Drinkine Driver, pp 201-202. *
as currently drafted would give defenVOL.2B
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The Federal Corner
"The Few, The Proud, The less Confused"
By F.

R. (Buck) Files, Jr.

0

n April 24, 1995, the federal building in

Oklahoma City was blown up. We are still feel-

ing the shock waves of that blast in legislation that was
enacted by Congress as a direct result of that bombing.
On April 24th, 1996, President Clinton signed the Anti-Terrorism and
Effective Death Penalty Act of 1996 (AEDPA). As Tom Smith wrote in his article "Crime Legislation Passes in Election Year" (Westlaw: 1 I-SUM Crim.
Just.SO), "To be sure, many of the new law's provisions relate to terro~istactivity. They touch on subjects such as 'Jurisdiction for Lawsuits Against Terrorist
States,' 'Prohibition on International Terrorist Fund-raising,' 'Prohibition on
Assistance to Terrorist States,' 'Alien Terrorist Removal Procedures,' and
'Chemical Weapous Restrictions.' These are not provisions likely to be encountered in cases handled by most criminal law practitioners. There am some other
provisions however, that are more likely to affect criminal law practice by both
prosecutors and members of the defense bar." (Emphasis added).
What an understatement! In all fainless, though, Mr. Smith continues, giving
us an unemotional overview of those provisions of the Act which are now
impacting Texas lawyers:
"Habeas Corpus Reform: One of the more significant provisions is a I-evision
to federal habeas corpus procedules. Habeas refonn bills have haunted the halls
of Congress for 20 years or more, but were never enacted. This Act brings the
apparition to reality.
'The revisions apply to all federal habeas proceedings, capital and non-capital
alike; some special provisions are applicable to capital cases.
"The emphasis is on attacking delay that is attributable to the federal habeas
corpus procedure. A one-year statute of limitations is set for filing a habeas petition. Exhaustion of state remedies is required, aud deference to state court decisions is mandated.
"111 capital cases, federal courts are given a time limit within which they must
act on a writ, thereafter a mandamus procedure is provided as a remedy to tardy
jurists. Successive petitions are discouraged by a procedure that provides that
they be approved by a court of appeals panel, and that they must contain newly
discovered evidence that would undern~inethe jury's verdict or relate to new
constitutional rights recognized by the Supreme Court and retroactively applied.
'%I older for the new procedures to apply to cases brought by state p~isoue~s
under
a sentence of death, the state is requh-edto pmvide a mechauism for the appointment
and qualification of counsel for post-conviction appeals. If the state provides such a
mechanism, a 180-day statute of limitations would apply for a death row inmate to
file a habeas petition, and prioliity status is to be given to deciding such petitions."
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Beginning in November, 1996, the
Texas Court of Crimiual Appeals began
appointing lawyers to represent inmates
on death row in habeas actions. As of
February 19, 197 inmates on death row
in Texas had made application to the
Court for the appointment of counsel.
The Court has appointed 1I 0 lawyers.
Another 65 are peuding appointnlents.
Of these 65, 27 have "dl-op dead" dates
of April 23, 1997; Le., the statute of limitations is rumling. Another 75 death row
inmates also need lawyers and it is estimated that this number will grow at the
rate of 50 per year.
Probably very few of the lawyers
appointed realized at first blush what was
in store for them. Those who had sought
habeas relief u~iderthe provisions of the
old statute (28 United States C o d e
$2254) will remember, with new fondness, that:
There was no statute of limitations;
Federal judges applied de novo review
of constitutional issues,
Federal judges conducted evidentiary
hearings, end,
If you had not done well in a state
court, you could come to federal court if
you were"iunocent."
Those days are now over. Now,
There is a one year statute of limitations;
There is not supposed to be de uovo
review [Note: Some federal judges may
choose to find a way around this provision, but it is clearly in the new law],
and,
There is a limitation on the filing of
successive writs. [Note: When you have
to file your application for a successive
writ in the court of appeals, you know
that you're probably in trouble.]
As one of the newly appointed
lawyers, I found myself in the posture of
not knowing where I was, not knowing

where I was going and not knowing how I was going to get
there. As usual, TCDLA was there to help. On February 2122, a seminar was held at the University of Texas School of
Law sponsored by TCDLA, the Criminal Defense Lawyers'
Project and the FederaI Habeas Assistance Training Project.
Like a group of ~ookiekamikaze pilots, some 200+ lawyers
gathered at UT for a briefing and the traditional cup of sake
before beginning the mission. There was no sake but there
was an unbelievably good group of speakers inchiding nationally prominent habeas lawyers Mark E. Olive, John Blume,
and George Kendall. Rita Radostitz from UT Law School,
David Botsford and a number of other law professors and
TCDLA lawyers put on the best program with the best materials that I have ever attended. If you have a capital case and
did not attend this seminal; it will be ineffective assistance of
counsel it you fail to call John Boston and make arrailgements
to get these materials. (Ed. Note: not only the r~mterinlsbut
the videotapes are available. Call 512/478-2514 to make
nrrangernents to rent orpfrrchasethe t q ~ e s . )
Judge Charles Baird and Rick Wetzel fro111 the Courl of
Criminal Appeals participated in an excellent panel discussion
telling us what the Court was doing in response to the
appointed lawyers' requests for payment: Some 40 lawyers
have been paid over $352,000 for fees ($260,000), travel
($17,000), general expenses ($20,000), expert witnesses
($18,250) and investigators ($41,000).

While it is obvious that no one is going to profit monetarily
from these appointments, at least the Court does not expect
criminal defense lawyers to work on a purely pro bono basis.
It was stressed, though, that all applications for fees should be
made before the investigator or expert was hired and before
the work was done.
The depressing statistics were that the Court denies 85% of
the petitions received, sends 10% back to the trial court for
additional findings and grants submission in 5% of the cases.
With these statistics in mind, we know that we are confronted
with the ultimate challenge in the practice of law: To try to
save a human being from death by lethal injection -after his
conviction has been affirmed.
So as we begin the task and wait for the command, "Pilots,
start your engines," we who attended the UT seminar have
some comfort in knowing that we are the few, the proud, and
the less confused because of what we learned there.

*

F. R. (Buck) Files, JI;, is a chnrter ~nernberoJTCDZ-4 who
practices law in Tyler, Terns. Board Certified in Criminal
Law by the T e ~ n Board
s
of Legal Specializntio~~
and the
National Board of Trial Advocacy, he limits ifis practice to
the defense of cri~ninalcnses and the representation of law
e~lforcernentoflcers in civil rights cases.

TCDLA Announces
New Member Benefit Program
TCDLA is pleased to announce a new member benefit partnership with Martin Howe Associates, Inc. TCDLA has
chosen Martin Howe to provide members with a program for low cost credit card processing and quality service -the
TCDLA Bankcard Program. Through this value-added benefit, TCDLA members are eligible for wholesale Mastercard
and Visa processing rates and discount fees, making credit card acceptance an affordable option.
Accepting credit cards can have a big impact on your practice. Funds are deposited in the bank of your choice,
greatly improving your cash flow, and billing administration and collection hassles virtually disappear. Credit card
acceptance can make your practice more efficient and cut your overhead by reducing paperwork and unbillable
activities without sacrificing client service. Even your client base can increase as your services become affordable to a
whole new range of clients who otherwise could not afford the services without the credit card payment option.
In addition to the specially negotiated pricing, the TCDLA Bankcard Program offers 24-hour customer service, with
trained representatives available every day of the year. Equipment support is comprehensive, from employee training
to free next busiress day rcplacernenr of defective equipment. Money is deaosiled in your
MAIU'IN
local
bank within two b~sinessclays and supp ies are free. TCDLA members can try the
IIO\V
..I-:
program risk free with the 30 daymoney back guarantee and the free individualized savings
analysis. Martin Howe will calculate the effective rate you are currently paying and compare it
to the TCDLA program so you can see the savings before you go on-line.
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For more information on the new TCDLA Bankcard Program and your free savings analysis,
Contact
~ ~ ~Dan~ Furnish
~ C at~ 800/456-0588
~ ~ ~ ~ eXt.
~ 136 or fax your inquiry to 972/733-3350.
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Breath Test
Refusals:
-

Some Are Relevant And Some Are Unconsfitutional Keeping The Irrelevant Refusals Out

S

ince 1983 whcn the Unitet

States Suprcrne Cour

decided the now infamou!
breath test refusal case, Soutl
Dakota v. Neville, trial court!

across the nation have used :
'flush the toilet' approach tc
admitting all refusals into evi-

By J. Gary Trirhter

dence, on the basis that the
I

Court held that since the breath
test was not testimonial the
refusal was not testimonial.
Regrettably, many trial and
appellate judges, as well as
defense law~ers-andprosecutors, failed to carefully read the
& Chris Satnuelson

opinion because it did not open

the flood gates of evidence as
many believed. Most readers of the Neville Opinion
failed to note what made Neville's refusal relevant was
his statement "I'm too drunk, I won't pass the test".
2
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Texas' implied consent law generally provides that a driver agrees to submit to a
breath test upon request if he is arrested for
a DWI offense, and if he refuses, that the
refusal can be admitted into evidence, and
also, a rule of evidence that only relevant
evidence is to be admitted in a trial.
The specific question focused on in the
motion and memorandum is whether or not
due process is offended where a state suspends the mles of evidence to have a hmth
test refusal admitted as evidence of a DWI
Defendant's "guilty mind" absent showing
the relevance of the act, i.e., a tacit admission.
Absent this showing of relevance, a statement by the Defendant that he believed the
breath test machine to be accurate and reliable, the refusal itself would not be relevant
as it could not pass the definition of relevant
evidence, i.e., relevant evidence is evidence
which has a tendency to make the existence
of any fact that is of consequence to the
determination of the action more probable
or less probable than it would be without the
evidence. Further, even if relevant, evidence is not to he admitted if its probative
value is not_substantially_outweigheddbyythee
danger of unfair prejudice, confusion of the
issues, or misleading the jury, or by considerations of undue delay, or needless presentation of cumulative evidence.
In summary then, the motion and memorandum focus upon those refusals where the
government can not show what the
Defendant was thinking in order to make the
refusal relevant. Accordingly, we offer our
work as food for thought to our brother and
sister champions of the constitution and
hope it is of value to you and your clients.

CAUSE NO. 007
THE STATE OF TEXAS 5 IN THE COUNTY CRIMINAL
VS.
$ COURT AT LAW NO. JOSE CUERVO
5 OF HARRIS COUNTY, TEXAS

MEMORANDUM OF LAW IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT'S MOTION TO DECLARE TEX.TRANSP.CODE
5 724.061 UNCONSTITUTIONAL AS APPLIED AND
TO SUPPRESS AND PRECLUDE THE STATE FROM
OFFERING BREATH TEST REFUSAL EVIDENCE
ABSENT A SHOWING OF PROPER PREDICATE,
AND ALTERNATIVELY, REQUEST FOR JURY
INSTRUCTION THAT THE DEFENDANT'S REFUSAL
CANNOT BE CONSIDERED AS EVIDENCE OF
GUlLT

TO THE HONORABLE JUDGE OF SAID COURT:
COMES NOW, the Defendant, JOSE CUERVO, in the abovestyled and numbered cause, by and through his uude~signedanop
ney, and frles this merno~a~dam
in support of his similady styled
motion.

The Argument
Section 724.061 of the Texas Transportation Code (effective
9/1/95) provides that "[a] person's refusal of a request by an
officer to submit to the taking of a specimen of breath or
blood, whether the refusal was express or the result of an
intentional failure to give the specinlen, may' be introduced
into evidence at the person's trial." (emphasis added). As
written, the statute is unconstitutioual for two reasons. First,
the statute does not requke that the state establish a proper relevance2 predicate prior to introducing a defendant's refusal
aud thereby deprives the defendant of his due processldue
course of law rights to a showing of relevance befol-eevideuce
can be admitted. Second, the use of the permissive term
"may" in Tex.Transp.Code 3 724.061 renders the statute
unconstitutionally void for vagueuess because it will lead persons of commou intelligence to guess at tbe statute's meaning
and apply it differeutly.

The Tacit Admission Theory
The State's offer of the Defendant's refusal to submit to a
requested breath test is proffered as an alleged "tacit adnussion,"
however, under [he statute it is doue without a showing of a
proper relevance predicate. h theo~y,a "tacit admission" has
beeu defined as "an ackuowledgment or concession of a fact
infemd from either silence or fiom the substance of what one
has said." BLACK'S LAW DICTIONARY 756 (4th ed. 1983).
Moreover, it has been stated that "a p w ' s silence when he is
free to speak, in a situation where one would uot uonnally
~emainsilent, may coustitute a tacit admissiou of what was said
to the party or in his presence, so as to reuder the statement
admissible in evideuce against him." 35 Tex. Jur. 3d, Evidence §
242 (1984). Thus, the geueral rule regarding a tacit admission
states that "when a statemelit tending to incriminate one accused
of conuniltiug a c h n e is made in his presence and sucb statemeut is not denied, contradicted, or objected to by such person,
both the statement and the fact of the failure to deny it are admis-

sible in a criminal prosecution against the person, as evidence of
acquiesceuce to its huth, that is, as a tacit admission of the facts
stated or as indicative of a co~isciousnessof guilt. 29A Am.
Jur.Zd, Evidence $802 (1994)?
To establish a tacit admission, the offering party must show
that the refusing party:
heard and understood the accusatory statement;
had an opportuuity to deny the accusatoly statement under
circrrnistrrnces callirrgfor a reply; and
remained silent.
Cald~vellit. Stale, 213 So.2d 919 (1968) (emphasis added).
Such au admission, however, is only to be received into evidence wheu "the stateuleut aud the failure to rebut it occurred
in an environment and in the presence of actols such that a
r e ~ l yiui_pl~t
natu~illlyhave been exuected. Eivellv. State, 180
A.2d 857 (1962) (emphasis added).
In the context of a breath test refusal, it is the government's position that a refusal is a tacit admission of intoxication, as a nou-intoxicated pelson would submit to a breath
test to prove his sobriety, and that furthermore, I-efusing is
tantamount to the accused sayiug "if 1 take the test I will fail
because I am too intoxicated to pass it and that is why I
won't do it.""

The Tacit Admission Theory Is Not Applicable
To An Unqualified Breath Test Refusal
Arguendo, it is the State's position that a defendant's breath
test refusal constitutes a tacit admission or statement of guilt,
however, stauding ~nutedoes uot evidence acquiescence in a
statement uttered by another if the failure to deuy the statement may he more naturally explainable 011 some inference
other than that of belief of truth of the statement. Elvell, 180
A.2d at 860. To hold otberwise is ro allow the fact finder, be
it judge or jury, to speculate about the relevance of the
sileuce, and "[iln most cil-cumstances,silence is so ambiguous
that it is of little probative force." U~rifedStates s. Hale, 422
U.S. 171,176 (1975).
The determination of whether an accusation or statement is
one which 'naturally' calls for a deuial must be made on an
individual case-by-case basis, looking to the enviroumeut in
which the statement is made. This type of iudividual analysis
is necessay because "what is uatural for oue person may not
be uatural for another." Cornmo~ra~ealtlr
11. Dravecz, 424 Pa.
582 (1967). Presumably, environments do exist where an individual should be expected to rebut incrimioatory accusations
[or take action], however, "such an envirooment cannot be
said to exist when a Derson is anested for a crime." Wills 17.
Smte, 573 A.2d 80 (1990) (emphasis added). Of particular
import here is that the general rule regarding admissibility of
tacit admissions does not apply to aduussions made in postal.
rest situations, 29A Am. Jur. 2d, Evideuce $ 803 (19941, and
there is no general exception for driving while intoxicated or
diiving under the influence cases. Clearly, "no admissiou by
silence may be iuferred if a statement i s made after the
accused has been placed under anest, after the police have
read the accused Miranda rights, or after the accused has been
so significautly deprived of lus or her freedom that the accused
is, in effect, in police custody." Con~rnonwealth11. Ferrara,
582 N.E.2d 961 (1991).~Accordingly, because a breath test is
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only performed after an individual has been arrested, it can no)
be said that the breath test constitutes an environment where
the accused would
be expected to deny police accu.
sations of intoxication by submitting to a breath test.
Such is obviously not the case where an individual is held
in police custody and where nothing is in evidence regarding
the accuracy and reliability of the device or what the accused
thinks about i t 6 Here, the accusation, i.e., of DWI coupled
with a breath test request, was not made by a friend, but was
instead made by a police officer attempting to acquire uonpreservable and non-retestable evidence against the
Defendant for purposes of prosecution. Furthermore, the o f f cers were complete and hostile strangers to the Defendant.
Finally, the inherently coercive nature of a custodial environment was sufficient to put the Defendant in fear and understandably inhibited his desire to advocate his innocence. For
these reasons, it is beyond peradventure that a custodial
breath test is not an environment where an accused should
naturally be expected to deny police accusations by acquiescence to a breath test.

a

e:

Su pression of the Defendant's Refusal To
Su mii To A Breath Test Does Not Offend The
Holding Of South Dakota v. Neville
The United States Supreme Court in South Dakota v .
Neville, 459 US. 553, 103 S.Ct. 916 (1983), under the particular facts of that case, held tbat the admission of Mr. Neville's
refusal offended neither the Fifth Amendment's privilege
against self-incrimination nor the due process guarantee of
fundamental unfairness. Specifically, with regard to the privilege against self-incrimination, the Court reasoned that a suspect's refusal was not a testimonial communication and therefore was outside the parameters of the privilege. With regard
to the due process guarantee, the Conk in discussing Miranda
v. Arizona, 384 US. 436, 86 S.Ct. 1602 (1966); Doyle v.
Ohio, 426 US. 610, 96 S.Ct. 2240 (1976); and United States
v. Hale, 422 U.S. 171, 95 S.Ct. 2133 (1975). said that where
an officer fails to warn a suspect that his refusal could be used
against him as evidence of guilt, that it was not fundamentally
unfair to admit it for that purpose. Neville, 103 S.Ct. at 923.
In Neville, however, unlike the case at hand, there was no
issue regarding the existence of a "tacit admission" because
Henry Neville stated to police at the time of his refusal 'I'm
too drunk, I won't pass the test." Thus, in Neville there was
no question as to the defendant's subjective mental thought
pracesses at the time of the refusal. Indeed, Mr. Neville himself removed any possibility ofjuror speculation as to his personal feelings regarding his state of intoxication.
Accordingly, Mr. Neville's statement opened the relevance
door to the State's use of his refusal as a tacit admission
because it not only exposed his guilty mind, but also, his
belief that the machine was reliable and accurate and would
corroborate his statement. Clearly, a proper relevance refusal
predicate was established through Mr. Neville's statement, as
it showed his subjective belief that he believed himself m be
intoxicated. This overt expmsion by Neville of his mental
processes made the state's assertion that he believed himself
to be guilty more probable than not, i.e. it was relevant.
Pursuant to the aforementioned analysis, Neville does not
foreclose suppression of a DWI suspect's breath test refusal
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where it will only be submitted to the jury for use in speculating
about the accused's state of mind and his thoughts concerning
intoxicationtsobriety, and where the prosecution cannot establish the proper relevance predicate to admit the refusal. Nor
does Neville fo~mlosesuppression of a iefusal under state law
where the court finds the refusal was a testimonial communication'. TFronrm v. State, 723 S.W.2d 696 (Tex.Cr.App. 1986).
Finally, in deciding the issues, the Neville Court chose to
rest its holding on the premise that the privilege against compulsory self incriminatiou8 was nut applicable to breath test
evidence, and therefore foundno impermissible coercion was
involved when the suspect refused to submit to take the test.
Of particular import here is that the Court effectively and
intentionally left the suppression door wide open for a refusal
based on other grounds. See Neville, 103 S.Ct at 922.

A Refusal I s Not Relevant Absent A Predicate
Showing By The State Not Only Of The
Defendant s Belief In The Dewcers Accuracy,
But Also That The Device Is Both Accurate
And Reliable
In the case at hand, the defendant's silence in refusing to
submit to an Intoxilyzer test was in no way a tacit admission
3f guilt. Arguendo, it was a reaction evidencing distrust of
he accuracy and reliability of the Intoxilyzer, as well as a
.esponse to the inherently coercive and unfamiliar atmos>heresurrounding his detention. There is widespread disrgreement in society as to whether the Intoxilyzer is a relirhle and accurate means for testing intoxication and
mpairment levels of individuals. See KEN SMITH, Science,
fie Infoxilyzer: and Teaas Breath-Alcohol Testing, from J .
3ARY TRICHTER and W. TROY MCKINNEY, TEXAS
IRUNK DRIVING LAW 36-81 (2d. ed., Butteworth Legal
'ublishers 1991).
Absent an objective showing tbat the accused had a subjecive belief that the machine was reliable at the time he was
isked to submit to a breath test9, a proper relevance predicate
or a tacit admission can not be established because the cir:umtances do nut naturally call for a response. Realistically,
me can only admit he is intoxicated by refusing the test only
f he truly believes the test will accurately and conclusively
ztablisb his state of intoxication. Without such a subjective
~elief,a refusal to take a breath test very well could evidence
lot only distrust for the intoxilyzer procedure, but also, a fear
dbeiug wrongfully incriminated.
Furthermore, because the state has also failed to prove the
lbjecfive accuracy and mliability of the intoxilyzer, it may not
ssert that a breath test refusal is a tacit admission of subjecive guilt. Even if the Intoxilyzer is accurate in some
ostances, its overall reliability and consistency has not been
stablished. In this regard, it is particularly noteworthy to
ousider that the Texas Departmeut of Public Safety Breath
dcohol Testing Regulations are wholly void of any language
quiring tbat a breath testing inst~umentmust be accurate for
sting humans in order to be certified."' Moreover, it should
e noticed that the actual statement of warranty provided to
le Department of Public Safety by CMI, the Intoxilyzer 5000
~anufacturer,states that the machine is not warranted for any
articular purpose," which would necessarily mean that it is
ot even warranted fit for breath testing.

As Applied, Tex.Transp.Code 5 724.06 1 Is
Unconstitutional Because Automatic
Introduction Of The Defendant's Refusal Into
Evidence Without A Showing Of A Proper
Relevance Predicate Deprives The Accused Of
The Dictates Of The Rules Of Evidence In
Violation Of Due Process
The above transportation code admissibility statute is ir
effect a waiver of the mles of relevance for breath test refusal!
in DWI cases. No other penal offense has such a "flush thf
toilet" evidence rule. Logically, Tex.Transp.Code sec
724.061 is in direct couflict with the Texas Rules of Criminal
Evidence 401,402 and 403 which provide as follow^'^:
Rule 401 defines "relevant evidence" [as] "mean[ing] evidence having any tendency to make the existence of any facl
that is of consequence to the determination of the action
probable or less probable than it would be without the evidence." (emphasis added).
Rule 402 states that "[elvidence which is not relevant ir
inadmissible," and finally,
Rule 403 holds that "[allthough relevant, evidence may be
excluded if its probative value is substantially outweighed by
the danger of unfair prejudice, confusion of the issues, or misleading the jury, or by considerations of undue delay, or needless presentation of cumulative evidence."
These rules of evidence are primarily screening rules
designed to prevent the jury from considering evidence thal
may waste time or mislead their deliberations because of its
low probative value or high prejudicial content. As per traditional requirements of evideritiary adnlissibility, to be
admissible evidence must be material to the issue for which
it is offered, and probative of the proposition towards which
it is directed. Krurrss 11. State, 322 Md. 376, 387; 587 A.2d
1102, 1107 (1991). As applied to the case at hand, however, Tex.Transp.Code $ 724.061 deviates from tradition in
that the statute does not require tile State show that the
Defendant's breath test refusal is relevant as tending to
show his guilt. Because the State can not show that refusal
to submit to a breath test makes it more probable that an
accused believed himself to be intoxicated than not (i.e. relevance defined), the refusal constitutes irrelevant and thus
inadmissible evidence.
In the context of a DWI request to subnit to a breath test, an
accused's refusal to submit to such a test cannot automatically
be equated with an inference of a guilty mind. From an objective viewpoint, an unexplained refusal is "insolubly
ambiguou~"'~
and constitutionally cannot give rise to an inference of guilt. Arefusal to submit to the ta!&g of a breath sauiple "in the face of accusation is an enigma and should not be
deteminative of one's mental condition just as it is not determinative of one's guilt." See Wuitnvriglrt v. Greetfield, I06 S.Ct.
634, 640, 11.11 (1986)(quoting the Fla.Sup.Court in State v.
Bunvick, 442 So.2d 944,948 (1983). An accused's right to due
process and a fair trial, as well as fundamental notions of fairness and our mles of evidence dictate that the risk of pi~judice,
confusion and of misleading a jury constitutionally outweigh

ny probative value of admitting into evidence an unexplained
hemical test refusal without first establishing a proper releance foundation. Indeed, "[ilntl-oduction of this type of evience is so extremely unfair that its admission violates 'fundalental conceptions of justice."' See United States 11. Lovusco,
31 US. 783,790.97 S.Ct 2044,2048 (1977). This is palicuwly ttue considering the many reasons why a defendant may
hoose not to submit to such a test.
At best, admission of a refusal without the proper prediate invites a jury to sueculate about the defendant's
lought processes in refusing, and is therefore irrelevant
nder Rule 403. Tex.R.Cri~n.Evid. What possible probative
alue does a wfusal have where it is insolubly ambiguous?
low is there not a danger of unfair prejudice, confusion of
ie issues or from misleading the jury where only speculave evidence is presented? How can evidence which fails
I show a fact is more or less probable be defined as releant? The answers to these questions are simple for the
onest reader. Where refusal evidence cannot show a fact
lore or less probable it creates unfair prejudice and has no
robative value, i.e., it is not relevant. Furthermore, regardlg the issue of speculative evidence, the Texas Court of
lriminal Appeals has already spoken in stating that specu~tive,irrelevant evidence is inadmissible. See Valcarccl 1'.
tnte, 765 S.W.2d 412,417 (Tex.Crim.App. 1989). see also
'o~memsv. Stote, 846 S.W.2d 48, 50 (Tex.App.-Corpus
:hristi 1992). Simply stated, what the Vdcarcel court said
ras that where evidence is speculative, admissibility
:auires a predicate showing of relevance. Accordingly,
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Tentative
Seminar
Schedule
1997
TCDLM
CDLP
'

March 22,1997

June 6,1997

TCDLAlCDLPExecutive & Board
Meetings
Dallas

ANNUAL MEMBERSHIP PARTY
San Antonio
San Antonio Maniott Riverwalk

April 10-11,1997
CDLP SKILLS COURSE
College Station
College Station Hilton

June 7,1997
Annual Membetship Meeting
San Antonio
San Antonio Marriott Riverwalk

-

June 28 July 5,1997
May 15-16,1997
CDLP SKILLS COURSE
Langview

Advanced Criminal Law Seminar
st. mtts
Jack Tar Village

July 17-18,1997
May 17,1997
TCDLMCDLP Executive & Baard
Meetings
Longview

Mareh 20-21,1997

June 5-7,1997

Defending Child Abuse Cases
Dallas
Radisson Hotel Central

Rusty Duncan Advanced Short Course
San Antonio
San Antonio Man.11Dtt Riverwalk

CDLP SKILLS COURSE
Wac0

August 21-22,1997
CDLP SKILLS COURSE
Houston

-

Tex.Transp.Code 8 724.061, as applied, is unconstitutional States v. Nixon, 418 U S . 683, 709 (1974) (emphasis
because it allows for an unexplained breath test refusal to added). As to the first question, the Court suggested that
be admitted into evidence without a predicate showing of in determining whether a right is fundamental it looks to a
relevance by the prosecution that complies with the dictates variety of factors, inclwJing "he constitutional, legislative,
of the rules of evidence.
and judicial history of the states to the present date."
Any admission of an accused's breath test refusal with- Giaeon v. Wainwriglit, 372 US. 335, 83 S.Ct 792 (1963).
out first conforming to nniversally accepted rules of evi- Acwrdingly, looking to all fifty states and the federal govdence, Tex.Transp.Code $3 724.061 strips a defendant of ernment, all of the governments have rules of evidence
his fundamental right to due processldue coufse of law as which require a threshold showing that evidence is relevant
guaranteed under both t h e Federal and State before it may b e considered admissible.14
Constitutiobs. Constitutional analysis application gives
In effect, relevancy has become the constitutional due
rise to two questions. First. '"is due processidue course of procesddue course of law key to the evidenee door in this
law violated where the government, over proper ohjec- country. By removing a prerequisite showing of rele- tion,is
allowed-to admit insolubly-ambiguous breath test vance, Tex.Transp.Code $3 724.061 ignores the rules of
refnsal evidence against an accused without having to evidence, which heretofore, "under the universally recogfirst demonstrate its relevance?'Second, "is the rule of nized principles of the common law, have been supposed
evidence that only relevant evidence shall be admitted to be fundamental and unchangeable." See Speiser v.
into a trial a fundamental right?w
Randall, 357 U.S. 513, 534, 78 S.Ct. 1332, 1345 (1958).
The answer to the latter question concerning the paving Accordingly, the statute violates an accused's state and
of a due process fundamental right is one already walked Federal statutory and constitutional due processldue course
on by the United States Supreme Court. In Taylor v. 3f law rights."
Illinois, 108 S.Ct 646, 652 (1988) the Court stated that
"[tlhe need to develop all
facts in the adversary 1ex.Transp.Code 3 724.06 1 Is Facially Void
system is both fundamental and comprehensive . . The For Vagueness
The standard for determining whether a statute is unconvery integrity of the judicial system and public confidence
within the $titutionallyvague is "whether people of common intelliin the system depend on . . . disclosure.
framework of the rules of evidenc~? (quoting United Zence must guess at its meaning and would differ as to its

.
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application." Ex parte Smith, 849 S.W.2d 832, 835
(Tex.App.-Amarillo 1992); Passnzore v. State, 544 S.W.2d
399, 401 (Tex.Crim.App. 1976); See also Papachristou 11.
City of Jncksonidlle, 405 U S . 156, 92 S.Ct. 839 (1972).
Here, Tex.Transp.Code 5724.061, in providing for the
unqualified admission into evidence of a breath test refusal,
is unconstitutionally vague because it provides no guidance
to the judiciary as to how it is to exercise its discretion for
admission. Indeed, no reasonable person call read the
statute and determine by what standard of admissibility a
decision is to be made.
In its present form Tex.Transp.Code sec. 724.061 is
unclear as to whether a judge must act with reference to the
fundamental guiding principles of the rules of evidence in
exercising his or her discretion16. For this reason, the judiciary is forced to guess at the statute's meaning. Arguendo,
judicial speculation under the existing statute will undoubtedly lead to differing applications of the law in direct violation of the respective holdings of Papaclrrisfolr, Passnrore
and S~nitlr. Accordingly, this Honorable Court should bold
that Tex.Transp.Code sec. 724.061 is void for vagueness
because judicial interpretation of the statute is a virtual
gnessing game.

FIRST PRAYER REQUEST
REOEST TO DECLARE TEX.TKANSP.CODE § 724.061
UNCONSTITUTIONAL AS APPLIED AND TO
SUPPRESS THE REFUSAL
WHEREFORE, PREMISES CONSIDERED, the
Defendant respectfully PI-ays that this Honorable Court gmut
Defendant's Motion To Declare Tex.Transp.Code $724.061
Unconstitutional As Applied And Suppress And Preclude The
State From Offering Breath Test Refusal Evidence Absent A
Showing Of Proper Admissibility Predicate.

SECOND PRAYER REQUEST
JURY INSTRUCTION
WHEREFORE, PREMISES CONSIDERED, if the Coult
does not decla~leTex.Trausp.Code $ 724.061 unconstitutional
as applied and suppress the refusal, the Defendant respectfully
prays that this Honorable Court grant the Defendant a jury
instruction which informs the jurors that if presented, the
Defendant's refusal to submit to a breath test n~ustnot be considered as evidence of guilt.
Respectfully Submitted,
TRICHTER & DE LA GARZA
A Nonpartnership Association
By:
J. GARY TRICHTER
SBN 20216500
The Sterling Mansion
4515 YoakumBLvd.
Houston, Texas 77006
Tel: (713) 524-1010
Fax: (713) 524-1080
Attorney for Defendant,
JOSE CUERVO

CAUSE NO. 007
STATE OF TEXAS $ IN THE COUNTY CRIMINAL
9 COURT AT LAW NO. VS.
$ OF HARRIS COUNTY, TEXAS
JOSE CUERVO
MOTION TO DECLARE SECTION 724.061,
TEX.TRANS. CODE UNCONSITUTIONAL AS APPLIED
AND TO SUPPRESS AND PRECLUDE STATE FROM
OFFERING BREATH TEST REFUSAL EVIDENCE
ABSENT A SHOWING OF A PROPER PREDICATE,
AND, ALTERNATIVELY, REQUEST FOR JURY
INSTRUCTION THAT THE DEFENDANT'S REFUSAL
CANNOT BE CONSIDERED AS EVIDENCE OF GUILT
TO THE HONORABLE JUDGE OF SAID COURT:
COMES NOW, the Defendant in the above-styled and
numbered cause, by and through his undersigned attorney,
and requests this Honorable Court to decla~eunconstitutional
as applied and suppress the admission of any breath test
refusal evidence by the State absent a showing of a proper
predicate, and alternatively, request for jury iustruction that
the Defendant's refusal cannot be considered as evidence of
guilt. In support of the first request hereof, the Defeudant
would show that such a refusal is both i~relevantand inadmissible for the following reasons:

1.
As per Section 724.061, Tex. Trans. Code which is entitled
"Admissibility of Refusal of Person to Submit to Taking of
Specimen", "[a] person's refusal of a request by an officer to
submit to the taking of a specinlen of a breath or blood,
whether the mfusal was express or the result of an intentional
failure to give the specimen, may be introduced into evidence
at the person's trial." (Emphasis added).

11.
As per the Code Construction Act, Section 312.002,
Meaning of Words,
"(a) Except as provided by Subsection (b), wolds shall be
give11their ordinary meaning.
If a word is connected with and used with reference to a
particular trade or subject matter or is used as a word of art,
the word shall have the meaning given by experts in the pal.
ticular trade, subject matter, or it."
In regard to Section 724.061, Tex. Trans. Code, as it should
be read as per Section 3 12.002, the word "nlay" in the refusal
statute must be read as permissive rather than mandatory
unless there is something in the statute to show a legislative
iutent that the word is meant to be mandatory, State v. J.R. W ,
879 S.W.2d 254, 257 (Tex.App. - Dallas, 1994). Here, there
is absolutely nothing in the statute that shows a legislative
intent for the meaning of the word "may" to be mandato~y.
Accordingly, refusal are not auton~aticallyadmissible.

111.
As per Texas Rules of Evidence 402, "[elvidence which is
not relevant is inadmissible". Rule 401 defines "relevant eviVOL.26
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dence" [as] "mean[ingl evidence having any tendency tc
make the existence of any fact that is of consequence to the
determination of the action m probable or h probable
than it would be without the evidence". (Emphasis added).

IV.
The State has informed the Defense it intends to offer the
Defendant's breath test refusal into evidence so it can be used
as evidence of guilt, i.e., to show the guilty mind of the
Defendant at the time of the refusal. The State, however, has
also informed the Defense that it has no testimonial evidence
to infer that the Defendant actually bad a guilty mind at the
time of the refusal. Lastly, the State has informed the
Defense that it does not intend to produce evidence that the
breath test offmd to the Defendant prior to his refusal was
either an accurate or reliable method to test a person's breath
for alcohol concentration in the body.

v.
The offer by the State of the Defendant's refusal to submit
to a requested breath test would he offered as a "tacit admission," however, it will be done without showing a proper
predicate. A tacit admission is made when "a statement
incriminating [the] accused or charging him with a crime is
made in his presence and hearing, under circumstances naturally calling for a reply or denial, and he has full liberty to
speak"; in such a case "his silence or failure to reply or deny
is admissible in evidence as an admission of the statement or
accusation; where, on being accused of crime, with full liberty
to speak, one remains silent, his failure to reply or deny is relevant as tending to show his guilt." Marek v. Alabama, 556
So.2d 375,379 (1989).
To establish a tacit admission, the offering party must show
that the refusing party 1) heard and understood the accusatoly
statement, 2) had an opportunity to deny the accusatory state
ment, under circumstances calling for a reply, and 3)
remained silent. Caldwell v. State, 213 So2d 919 (1968).
Such an admission is only to he received into evidence when
"the statement and the failure to rebut it occurred in an euvironment and in the presence of actors such that a reply might
naturally have been expected." Ewe11 v. State, 180 A.2d 857
(1962). Such an environment cannot he said to exist when a
person is arrested for a crime Wills v. ShUe, 573 A.2d 80
(1990). To hold othenvise is to allow the fact finder, be it
judge or jury, to speculate about the relevance of the silence,
and "[iln most circumstances, silence is so ambiguous that it
is of little probative force." United Sfafesv. Hale, 422 US.
171,176 (1975).
In the case at hand, proper predicate cannot be established
because the State has offered no showing that the Defendant's
silence is relevant as tending to show his guilt. At the time of
arrest and during custodial interrogation, innocent and guilty
alike -perhaps particularly the innocent- may find the situation so intimidating that they choose to stand mute. Id. A
variety of reasons may influence that decision.

able that he thought himself too intoxicated to pass the
requested breath test Rule 403 provides for the exclusion
of this type of evidence where the State cannot show the
proper predicate. Moreover, this rule provides that
allth though relevant, evidence may he excluded it its probative value is substantially outweighed by the danger of
unfair prejudice, confusion of the issues, or misleading the
juiy, or by considerations of undue delay, or needless presentation of cumulative evidence".

v11.
Due Process/Due Course oE Law Violations
The admission of arefusal by the State without the showing
r Defendant's due process/due
of its relevance violates the
course of law rights under both the Federal and State
Constitutions and under Art. I, $10 of the Tex. Code Crim.
Proc. Due Process is in effect the law of the land.
"Relevancy" has become the key to the evidence door in this
country . Today, every t ial held in Federal Court and in
every State Court in this country requires a threshold showing
of relevancy before evidence may be admitted. Hence, absent
a showing of relevance the admission of the Defendant's
refusal to submit to a breath test in this case violates his State
and Federal Statutory and Constitutional due processldue
course of law rights.

VIII.
Void For Vseueness
The statute providing for the admission of a refusal
being admitted into evidence is unconstitutionally vague as
it provides no guidance to the judiciary as to how it is to
exercise its discletion for admission. No reasonable person can read Section 724.061, Tex. Trans. Code, and determine by what standard of admissibility a decision is to be
made. Accordingly, the statute is void for vagueness and
violates of the Defendant's due pmcess/due course of law
rights under State Statute and the State and Federal
Constitutions.

IX.

Due Process Violations of the Privileges A e a b t
Comuulsur?. SeE-Iucrimination
Due processldue course of law is also violated by the
wvernment's admission of an irrelevant breath test refusal
Into evidence. This is true because the admission of the
refusal then compels the Defendant to waive his state and
Federal privileges against compulsory self-incrimination to
ake the witness stand and explain his "not guilty mind".
For example, where the state is able to admit a nebulous
.ehsal, i.e., it does not show that more likely than not the
Defendant had a guilty mind, then the Defendant must
h i d e whether or not to take the witness stand and explain
]is distrust of the device, his belief in the incompetency of
he operator of the device, etc., etc., or allow the jury to
mproperly speculate about what the unexplained refusal
neans in terms of guiWinnocence. Accordingly, when the
VI.
kfendant waives his privileges and gives testimony it is
A proper predicate for the tacit admission must ~equire lot really on a voluntary basis inasmuch as the irrelevant
that the government show the facts are relevant, i.e., that
efusal compels the waiver to overcome the unfair prejudice
probable o r b prob- )f the admission.
the Defendant's refusal made it
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FIRST REQUEST PRAYER:
DECLARE THE STATUTE UNCONSTITUTIONAL

Defendant respectfully prays this Honorable Court declare
Section 724.061, Tex. Trans. Code is unconstitutional as
applied in this case and order the government to not attempt
to admit any evidence of the Defendant's refusal to take a
breath test absent it fist showing the Court it can comply with
the adn~issihilitypredicate.

SECOND REQUEST PRAYER:
JURYINSTRUCTION
WHEREFORE, PREMISES CONSIDERED, if the court
does not declare the statute unconstitutional as applied and
suppress the refusal, the Defendant respectfullyprays that this
comt give a written insttuctiorl to the j u ~ ywhich provides:
"you are instructed that the Defendant's refusal to submit to
the taking of a breath test cannot he considered as evidence of
his guilt".
Respectfully Submitted,
TRICHTER & DE LAGARZA
A Nonpartne~shipAssociation
By:
J. GARY TRICHTER
SBN 20216500
The Sterling Mansion
4515 Yoakum Blvd.
Houston, Texas 77006
Tel: (713) 524-1010
Fax: (713) 524-1080
Attorney for Defendant,
JOSE CUERVO

CAUSE NO. 007
STATE OF TEXAS S IN THE COUNTY CRIMINAL
§ COURT AT LAW NO. VS.
§ OF HARRIS COUNTY, TEXAS
JOSE CUERVO

ORDER
On this day came on to he considered Defendant's Motion
in Limiue/Suppress to Preclude State From Offering Breath
Test Refusal Evidence Absent a Showing of a Proper
Predicate and after hearing the same it is hereby:
GRANTED
DENIED.
SIGNED and ENTERED this
, 1997.

JUDGE PRESIDING

day of

A statute that uses the word "may" is permissive
rather than rna~ldatoryunless there is something in the
statute to show a legislative intent that "may" is
mandatory. J.R.W. v. State of Texas, 879 S.W.2d 254,
257 (Tex.App.-Dallas 1994); See also Bzrttles v.
Navarro, 766 S.W.2d 893,894 (Tex.App.-San Antonio
1989) (holding a permissive statute gives a trial court
discretion to decide under the framework of the
statute). Of particular importance here is the absence
in Tex.Tranp.Code sec. 724.061 of any statutory guidance a s to how that discretion is to he used.
Accordingly, the discretion is invidious and uuconstitutional.
The Texas Rules of Criminal Evidence, as they pertain to relevance are as follows:
Rule 401 states that '"[r]elevant evidence' means evidence haviug any tendency to make the existence of
any fact that is of consequence to the determination of
the action more probable 01 less probable than it
would be without the evidence."
Rule 402 states that "[all1 relevant evidence is admissible, except as otherwise provided by constitution, by
statute, by these rules or by other rules prescribed
pursuant to statutory authority. Evidence which is not
relevant is inadmissible." (emphasis added).
Rule 403 states that "[allthough relevant, evidence
may he excluded if its probative value is substantially
outweighed by the danger of unfalr prejudice, confusion of the issues, or misleading the jury, or by considerations of undne delay, or needless presentation of
cumulative evidence."
In practical application, the courts have determiued
that a tacit admission is made when "a statement
incrinlinating [the] accused or charging him with a
crime is made in his presence and hearing, under circumstances natu~allycalling for a reply or denial, and
he has full liberty to speak"; in such a case "his
silence or failure to reply or deny is admissible in evidence as au admission of the statement or accusation;
where, on being accused of crime, with full liberty to
speak, one remains silent, his failure to reply or deny
is relevant as tending to show his guilt." Marek v.

CLASSIFIED
FORENSIC DOCUMENT EXAMINER
Board Certified: Celtified Fraud Examiner: 25
years' experience. Expert identification of handwriting, ink, paper, typing etc. Lab analysis.
Qualified in all courts including Federal and military. Civil and Criminal. Member AFDE, ACFE,
FIAT. C.V. upon request. A.R. KEOWN &
ASSOCIATES, Box 370791. El Paso 79937.
Call (915) 591-9457. Fax (915) 598-9595.
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PA. STAT. ANN., tit. 42, Sec. 6101 (1982 62 Supp.
1992); R.I. GEN. LAWS, R. EVID. (1991-92); S.C.
CODE ANN. 8s 19-1-10 to -70 (Law. Co-op. 1985 &
Supp. 1991); S.D. CODIFIED LAWS ANN. 55 19-91 to 19-18-8 (1987 & Supp. 1992); TENN. CODE
ANN., R. EVID. $8 101-1102 (1990-91); TEX.
CODE ANN., TEX. CIV. R. EVID., and TEX. GRIM.
CODE EVID. (1990-91); UTAH R. EVID. 101-1103
(1992); VT. STAT. ANN., R. EVID. $8 101-1 103
(1983 & Supp. 1991); VA. CODE ANN. §$ 8.01401.3 (Michie 1992 & Supp. 1994); WASH. REV.
CODE ANN. $8 5.04-5.64 (West 1963 & Supp.
1992); W. VA. CODE, R. EVID. $8 101-1102 (1992);
WIS. STAT. ANN. 53 901.01-911.02 (West 1975 &
Supp. 1991); WYO. STAT., R. EVID. 5s 101-1103
(1979); See also FED. R. EVID. (1976). MODEL
CODE OF EVIDENCE (1942), UNIF. R. EVID.
(1953), MILITARY R. EVID. 101-1103.
15 Due processJdue course of law is also violated by the
government's admission of an irrelevant breath test
refusal into evidence. This is true because the admission of the refusal then compels the defendant to
waive his state and federal privileges against compulsory self incrimination t o take the witness stand and
explain his "not guilty mind". For example, where
the state is able to admit a nebulous refusal, i.e., it
does not show that more likely than not the defendant
had a guilty mind, then the defendant must decide
whether or not to take the witness stand aud expIain
his distrust of the device, his belief in the incompetency of the operator of the device, etc., etc., or allow the

jury to improperly speculate about what the unexplained refusal means in terms of guiltiinnocence.
Accordingly, when the defendant waives his privileges and gives testimony it is not really on a voluntary basis inasmuch as the h l e v a n t refusal compels
the waiver to overcome the unfair prejudice of the
admission.
16 A trial court may abuse its discretion when it acts
without reference to any guiding rules or principles.
See Weitzel Constr., Inc. v. Outdoor Environs, 849
S.W.2d 359, 365 (Tex.App.-Dallas
1993, writ
denied

*

Gary Trichter practices law in Houston, Texas. He is the
co-author of the two-volunze treatise entitled Texas Drunk
Driving Law, and the author of nnmerous journal articles.
Gary is currently the Chairman for the Drunk Driving
Committee of TCDLA, and is on the Bonrd of Regents for the
National College for DUI Defense. He isflequently a speaker on many constitutional and criminal low topics at many
state and national seminars.
Chris Samuelson is currenfly a third-year law student at
South Texas College of Law in Honston, Texm where he
serves as 13th Ci~cuitGovernor for the ABA Law Student
Division, President of the South Texas Student Bar
Association, and as a Board member of the Houston Young
Lawyer* Association, He has also won national homrs in the
is currendy clerks for J.
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offer, you may deduct $5.00 PER BOOK if you buy two
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books, $15.00 for ihree, etc.

nce agam, the books from past seminars are piling up, aud
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print more. Some of these titles are essential; some are basic
references, and some contain specialized writings on specific
areas of law that you just can not find anywhere else.
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clear out these books from past seminars, while at the same time
getting these valuable Texas-specific criminal law manuals into
your library.

FOR A LIMITED TIME you can obtain these volumes at a
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O "Rusty" Duncan Advanced Criminal Law Short Course
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Presenting Oral
Argument Before
The Court Of
Criminal Appeals
0

n most Wednesday morn-

ings,

the

Court

of

Criminal Appeals hears oral arguments. Some arguments are
"good" in that they assist the
Court in deciding the case.
BY Judae Charles F.
kha;lie" Boird

Unfortunately, many arguments
are "poor" in that they provide

the Court with nothing additional to facilitate resolution
of the case. This article is intended to provide the insight
of one appellate judge to assist attorneys in presenting
oral arguments before the Court of Ciiminal Appeals.
Keep I t Simple
Your argument should be simple and direct. Have a thorough and complete
knowledge of your case. This includes not only the appellate iecord, but also the
briefs and the pertinent statutory and case law. If you have a case on point that
supports your position, argue that case and you should have a winner. To rule
against you the Cou~twill have to overrule existingprecedent. That is typically a
very difficult task.

As a general rule, do not argue sufficiency of evidence points. They are
difficult to alticulate oially because
they require a concise and detailed factual summation as well as a detailed
analysis of the decisional authority
relied upon. These arguments are
&&gs confusing and & helpful.
In short, they are a waste of time.
Instead, the lawyer should, at the ootset of oral argument, mention that the
sufficiency of the evidence has been
challenged and rest on the brief to support that point of error.
Remember, oral argument is a time
for advocacy, not a time for lawyers to
read their briefs to the Court. By the
time the case is argued, the judges
have read the briefs. Consequently,
leading the brief at oral argument is a
waste of time and disrespectful to the
Court.

Welcome Questions From
The Court
Oftentimes judges ask questions
during oral argument. Some lawyers
treat questions as an annoyance or
distraction. This is the mmg attitude. Lawyers should welcome questions. As former Chief Justice
Hughes said: "The desirability of
questions i s quite obvious a s the
judges are not there to listen to
speeches but to decide the case, they

hoot from the hi^. Seeond, when you return to your office,
ead the intervening case and file a post-submission brief.

have an irrepressible desire for immediate knowledge as to
the points being determined."
A question indicates two things: first, the judge is familiar with mi interested in your case; and, second, the judge
has an open mind. Some advocates believe that a question
from a particular judge is necessarily slanted for or against
their position. Again, this is the wrong attitude. Unless the
question is: "Counsel this is the dumbest argument I have
ever heard, do you have anything pertinent to argue?'"
assume the question is asked in good faith and accept the
question as an invitation to persuade the judge and the
Court to your point of view.
When you are asked a question, answer it. Do not say:
"Judge that's a good question and I will be happy to
If a judge shows the interest to ask a
answer it
question, answer it immediately and directly. If the question can be answered yes or no, then answer it yes or no.
When you have answered the question, continue with your
argument. If the judge wants more, let the judge ask
another question. When answering a quesfion, do not ramble or give answers that are too long. Long, rambling
answers lessen your =edibility.
If you do not know the answer to the question say so and
continue your argument. Too often lawyers try to bluff
their way through answers. This is dymys a mistake. First,
the judge may know the answer and, therefole, will know if
you are bluffing, This will ruin your credibility. Second, if
the judge does not know the answer but later finds that you
were bluffing, your credibility will also be dwtroyed.

:onclusion
In conclusion, as a former judge once stated: "Oral argube taken as an opportunity to convince the
Rent should
:ourt how much you & mt haw." Hopefully, these cornnents will assist you in becoming a better appellate advoate. If you follow these suggestions, at least one appellate
udge will he grateful. I look forward to seeing you in the
:ourt of Criminal Appeals.

*

u."

Save Some Time For Rejoinder
If you are the appellant, save some time to respond to the
appellee's argument. Use the opportunity to argue last as
an asset. Unlike Vial court where one can waive the right
to open and reserve the right to close, in an appellate court
you must present an argument in order to rebut the argument of opposing counsel.
Use the time you are not arguing to collect your thoughts
and ask yourself: Did I cover everything I neededlwanted
to? Did I answer the questions the way I wanted? Do I
need to respond to the argument of opposing counsel? Is
opposing counsel making an argument that is not correct?
Is opposing counsel misstating my position or the authority
I am relying on?

Stay Current With The Law

/
/

I

Dramatically improve your cross-examinatiortechnique
overnight! This revolutionary book not only reveals the
seventeen secrets of great cross.examination but translates common coLfeoom situations into easv.to.remember acronyms you'll use forever. lose your nkrvousness
cross-examining witnesses. Simply apply an acronym.
then follow the letters within it to automatically destroy exprts, investigators, damage witnesses, policemen, informants, identity witnesses, virtually every type
of civil or criminal witness to win vour case. This book
is the onlv ouide vou will need o i cross-examination

i

Oftentimes, after you have filed your brief but before you
argue, there will he intervening authority which affects
your case. Whether the authority is for or against you, it i
should be mentioned. Do not assume the judges know that
your case is affected by the intervening authority.
i
Finally, fhe judges may he aware of intervening authority /
of which you are not familiar. Consequently, if you are j
questioned about this intervening authority, you will be j
caught off-guard. If this occurs you should do two things.
First, tell the truth: say that you are not famiIiar with the /
s~eculateabout how the
intervening authority.
intervening case affects your case. In other words, &an3

HU I U l V l H I I C

CROSS-EXAMINATION

i

I

I

Tar Deductible. Send $29.95 payable to David R. Reel
8530 Wilrhire Blvd.. Suile 404. Beverly Hills. CA 902
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Visiting Judges:
Able To Leap Tall Buildings In A Single Bound?
By Hon. Robert D. Jones

w

hat? Use a visiting Judge in your really BIG

CASE? Have you lost your mind? Maybe, but

the typical visiting Judge has more judicial experience
than the typical urban trial Judge. With a minimum of
investigation, trial counsel can evaluate the visiting
Judge's experience, skill, predilections and temperament.
Because active Judges stand for election, their performance is reviewed only once each four years. A visiting
Judge often suffers peer review at the end of each week's
work. If found wanting, the visiting Judge, very simply, is
not invited (assigned) back to that county.
Because of the wealth of experience represented by former and senior Judges,
their use has greatly increased over the last 30 years. Based on 250 working days
per year, the equivalent of one Judge was assigned for 1964. Fifteen years later it
was up to the equivalent of 21 Judges. By 1988 the number was up to 46, and in
1995, visiting Judges served over 22,000 days, being the equivalent of adding 90
experienced Judges to the bench. By using these visiting Judges, in addition to
the 387 district and 189 statutory county courts, neady one-sixth was added to
the nuntber of judicial officers dealing with litigation i n Texas in 1995.
Furthermore, former and senior Judges attending judicial conferences, on sick
leave and on vacation are not on assignment and therefore not 011 the payroll. A
dramatic savings is realized by the taxpayer by using visiting Judges instead of
creating new courts when considering the cost of new courtrooms, libraries, etc.,
not to mention the annual operatiug expense for personnel, utilities, library
upkeep etc. for operating those new courts.
Pursuant to Govt. Code, Chapter 74, the Pcesiding Judge of an Administrative
Judicial Region and the Chief Justice of the Texas Supreme Court may assign a
visiting Judge to preside over hearings and trials in any region in Texas. A visiting Judge may be cu~rentlyin office, that is a "regular" Judge [see Govt. Code
74.054(a)(l) aud Rule3 of Judicial Administration, Rule 8a(l)], but sometimes
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called an "active full-time" Judge [see
Code of Judicial Conduct, canon 4F, and
Canon GA] and at other times simply
"Judge of the district court or statutory
couuty court" [see Rules of Judicial
Administration, Rille 4.a] However,
more often a visiting Judge is either a
"formes" or "senior" Judge. Both a former and senior Judge must have served
as a regular Judge for at least 48 months,
and have developed substantial experience in the Judge's area of specialty.
Further, the Judge must certify that there
was not a resignation "under fire," nor a
removal from office, and must complete
ammal CLE requirements.
Finally, the for~nerand senior Judge
must certify not to appear and plead as
an attomey in any state court for 2 years
[Govt. Code 674.055.1 A visiting Judge
may of course act pro se in court and
may give legal advice to family members
[Code of Judicial Conduct, Canon 4Gl.
A senior Judge is one who has retired,
but also who has consented to be subject
to assignment and has met the same
requkements as a former Judge [Code of
Judicial Conduct, Canon 8 B 14.1
Va~iousstatutes and a ~ u l of
e civil procedure either permit or requilt: a visiting
Judge to sit in a regular Judge's court.
The Election Code $931.004 (election
contest), Rules of Disciplinary Procedure,
Rule 3.02, Govt. Code 621.002 (d) (attorney contempt), TRCP 18a (disqualification and recusal), and perhaps other rules
and statutes require a disinterested Judge
or one from another district or region to
hear that motion or trial. In addition,
Govt. Code 974.054 (a) provides for a
regular, former or senior Judge to be
assigned to try a specific case at a convenient time, or a certain coulfs docket for
a specified time, or both.
The visiting Judge is most frequently

present in court under an assignment pursuant to Chapter 74
of the Government Code. Once the assigned Judge deals with
a case, that initial assignment can* with it the authority to
service the case until trial court jurisdiction is lost, that is,
unless it is a limited assignment such as one pursuant to Govt.
Code 8 21.002(d) or TRCP 18(a.) A Chapter 74 assignment
to a civil case cames with it the waivable right of any party to
the case to make one timely peremptory (no cause needed]
objection to the assigned Jadge (Govt. Code 5 74.053). This
single objection applies to regular Judges, if assigned to sit in
another court, and to all senior Judges. Further, if any party
timely objects to a former Judge, even though having previously objected to a regular, senior or former Judge, that
assigned former Judge may not proceed in the case. The
peremptory objection is not available as to a visiting Judge
assigned to a criminal case. [Garcia v Sfafe (App. 13 Dist.
1994) 877 S.W.2d 809, review refused and Perkins v Sfate
(App. 8 Dist. 1995) 902 S.W.2d 88 and 905 S.W.2d 452,
review refused; but also see Reese V. State (App. 6 Dist.
1995) 905 S.W.2d 631, review refused, untimely filedJ.
The peremptory objection is a silver bullet, self-effectuating, which removes the subject Judge from ever presiding in
that ease. There is no provision for the peremptory objection
to be withdrawn once handed to the visiting Judge, and case
law speaks with the term "disqualification" which may be
raised for the first time on appeal and may not be waived.
However, it is not an objection to the hearing or trial setting,
hut rather only to the assigned Judge. The customary procedure is for the objecting party to hand to the assigned Judge
(not a clerk, bailiff or coordinator) the peremptory objection.
It must specifically name the assigned Judge, with the name
spelled correctly. The parties should then stand by for the next
visiting Judge to be given the ease. [see Texas Employment
Commission v Alvarez, 915 S.W.2d 161 (Text App. Corpus
Christi, 1996 wig. proceeding).]
Under TRCP IXa, a party may move to disqualify any
Judge under the Texas Constitution "disqualification"recited
in TRCP 18b(2). Such a motion requires that the subject
Judge either step aside or forward an order of referral together with the motion and opposing and concurring statements
to the Presiding Judge of the Administrative Region in which
the subject Judge is sitting. The Presiding Judge shall eithei
hear the motion to disqualify (constitutional disqualifications) or the motion to recuse rrRCP 18b(2)]or assign a visiting Judge (regular, former or senior) to conduct an evidentiary hearing. The TRCP 18a motion must be timely, state
specific admissible evidence supporting the disqualification
or recusal, and he verified on personal knowledge. Since the
affiant must already know the facts as to why the subject
Judge should not preside, there is no need for pre-trial discovery, direct testimony from the subject Judge, or any delay
after filing and before hearing. If the assigned Judge grants
the disqualification or recusal there is no appellate review; if
denied, it is reviewable.
TRCP 18a and 18b have produced many appellate opinions,
but several aspects remain obscure. When is "timely?" What
constitutes a Judge's impartiality that may be reasonably
questioned? Is it justifiable to stay a july trial in progress
with an 18a motion (and how do you explain it to the jurors)?
[s a movant entitled to more than 10 minutes notice on the

hearing? How useful is an 18a motion in lieu of a continuance? Regrettably, the realm of TRCP 18a and 18h is beyond
the scope of this paper.
Govt. Code 8 74.053(a) implies that the peremptory objection applies only to Judges assigned under Chapter 74.
However, the Texas Supreme Court in an original mandamus
opinion, Diana Flores v The Honorable Paul Banner, Judge
No. 96-0916, pronounced on October 24, 1996, specifically
applied Govt. Code 6 74.053 to a TRCP 18a assignment. The
peremptory objection, now having been engrafted onto the
Rules of Civil Procedure, implies that $ 74.053 also applies to
all assigned Judges irrespective of the authority, statute or
rule by which assigned or the nature of the assignment or the
nature of the case.
In Hai'lis County, only a visiting Judge may preside over
cases in the two Grant Courts. Since Grant Courts handle
criminal cases, a peremptory objection is not available, as
noted above. However, a Judge assigned to the two civil
Project Courts are subject to a peremptory objection. More
often than not, peremptory objections are used in place of a
motion for continuance, albeit not always with success.
Frequently there are other visiting Judges available to try the
case, and the court coordinator simply sends the case to
another visiting Judge for trial.
Among taxpayers who know about the visiting Judge program, it receives rave reviews. They seem to appreciate the savings to the county coffers, but find the peremptory objection
process a curious addition to other forms of trial delay. To a
visiting Judge, the peremptory objection process is just another
aspect of providing judicial services on assignment. It is not
taken personally, although the waste of time is frustrating.
Criticism of the visiting Judge program comes largely from
those who would control the judiciary, or who perceive that
they enjoy an advantage with the regular Judge. Although this
is rarely, if ever, true, litigation and litigators are often eontrolled by their perceptions. The most often heard complaint
is that the litigant or lawyer did not have the opportunity to
vote for or against the visiting Judge. Yet, that is also true as
to state judges fist appointed to the bench by the Governor,
and to all federa1 judges. For those first on the bench by election, the few votes that a local bar can muster are unlikely to
affect the election outcome, making this complaint spurious.
Furthermore, as noted earlier, regular judges are voted
upon each four years. Not always will the electorate be truly
apprised of the candidates' skills, experience and temperament. By contrast, visiting Judges are subject to periodic peer
review. At least annually and frequently weekly, the
Presiding Judge of an Administrative Judicial Region, with
Input from the local regular Judges, takes a carelvl look at
the visiting Judges subject to assignment. Among the review
xiteria are the Judge's history, health, specialty, CLE, num3er of assignments, number of peremptory objections, record
m appeal and overall performance. Absent the Presiding
ludge being satisfied with the prospective visiting Judge, no
~ssignmentmults.
Perhaps the visiting Judge cannot kap even a small buildng in a large number of hounds. However, the visiting Judge
tssigned to your case. with the years of experience, peer
,eview and recad, may yield just as evenhanded a treatment
o your case, big or little, as a regular Judge.
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Representing a Non -United
States Citizen Defendant in the
Wake of the Illegal Immigration
Reform and Immigrant
Responsibility Act of 1996
n September 30, 1996,
President Clinton signed
into law the most sweeping
piece of immigration legislation passed by Congress since
the enactment of the
McCarren-Walter Act of 1952.
The Illegal Immigration
Reform and Immigrant
Responsibility Act of 1996
By Lynn Coyle
("IIRAIRA"), as the new law is
entitled,' constitutes a compIete
reworking of the Immigration
and Nationality Act (the
"Immigration Act"), making it
far easier and quicker for the
Immigration and Naturalization
Service ("INS") to deport individuals residing in the United
States (including those residing
lawfully in the United States)
and to exclude those seeking to
& Frances Cusatk
enter.2 In passing this legislation, Congress reserved some of the harshest provisions
for non-citizen criminal offenders. While the IIRAIRA
contains several different effective dates, the most
severe criminal provisions became effective on
September 30, 1996, the date of enactment.
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To understand the impact of the new
immigration law, consider the following
two fact patterns involving non-citizens3
who have engaged in criminal conduct
under Texas law.
Fact Pattern #1:
Mr. Gonzalez was born in Mexico
and has been a lawful permanent resident of the United States for fifteen
years. He is married to a United States
citizen and is the father of three United
States citizen children. He had no previous: criminal ~ecorduntil October of
1990 when he was armted for stealing
a car sterro out of a parked car. In May
of 1991, he pled guilty to burglary of a
vehicle under 930.04of the Texas Penal
Code. He was sentenced to three years
incarceration. Pursuant to Art. 42.12 $3
of the Texas Code of Criminal
Procedure, his sentence was suspended
and he was placed on "regular" probation for a period of three years. He successfully completed his probation three
years ago.
Fact Pattern #2:
Mrs. Mills was born in Nigeria and
has been a lawful permanent resident
alien for ten years. She is married to a
United States citizen and she has two
United States citizen children, ages
twelve and fourteen. In 1988, she was
arrested for possession of one gram of
cocaine and pled guilty to the offense in
a Texas criminal court. She received
"deferred adjudication" pursuant to A t .
42.12 $5 of the Texas Code of Criminal
P r o c e d u ~and was placed on community supervision for five years. She suc-

eessfully completed the "deferred adjudication" and the
charge was dismissed. Then, in 1996, she was arrested
again for possession of cocaine and again reeeived
deferred adjudication. Mrs. Mills entered both pleas upon
the advice of counsel that she would not be subject to
deportation praceedings because "deferred adjudication"
was not a"eonviction."

tions.' Increasingly however, Congress has focused its
attention overwhelmingly on the deportation grounds related to criminal conduct, expanding the number of offenses
that trigger deportation to so many that one is hard pressed
to think OF a erime that falls outside of the criminal-related
deportation grounds.

Before the enactment of the IIRAIRA, neither Mr.
Gonzalez nor Mrs. Milk would be "deportable." Since the
passage of the new immigration law, both are treated by the
INS as "deportable aliens" on the basis of having been 'tonvicted" of "aggravated felonies"%nd neither wit1 have an
opportunity to fight their deportation case. If Mr. Gonzalez
and Mrs. Mills attempt to reenter the United States without
permission, they face maximum sentences of twenty years
incarceration.'

The Immigration Act sets out categories of criminal offenses that provide the basis for deportation. The most common
categoriesS include:
(1) "crimes involving moral turpitude;" *
(2) controlled substance violations (excluding a single
offense involving possession for one's own use of 30
grams or less of marijuana);"
(3) weapons offenses;"
(4) "aggravated fel~nies;"'~
and,
(5) ~mugglmg.'~

MIX. Mills' situation illustrates one of the most dramatic
changes under the new immigration law: the expansion of the
definition of "conviction" which the INS interprets to include
dispositions of "deferred adjudication" pursuant to k t . 42.12
95 of the Texas Code of Criminal Pr~cedure.~
Congress made
the new definition of "conviction" retroactive thereby affecting any non-citizen who previously received deferred adjudication for a deportable criminal offense. In addition, the
IIRAWA affects non-citizens who did not receive "deferred
adjudication" but were instead convicted (such as those who
received "regnIa~"probation (pursuant to Art. 42.12 53) or
jail time) of non-deportable offenses whieh under the
IIRAIRA are now treated as deportable offenses. In other
words, since Congress made the new definition of conviction
and the amendments to the criminal-related deportation
grounds retroactive, many non-citizen eriminal offenders,
regardless of whether they reeeived deferred adjudication,
regular probation or jail time, are greatly affected by the
IIRAIRA. The new law creates an extraordinarily tough new
immigration scheme for non-citizens with criminal records.
This article will explain the impact of the IlRAIRA on noncitizen criminal offenders. Specifically, it will address: (If
changes that render more non-citizen eriminal offenders at
risk of deportation proceedings with fewer opportunities to
fight deportation; (2) changes that affect prosecutions for
"immigration" crimes such as "illegal reentry;" and, (3) practical strategies on how to best advise non-citizen defendants.

I. Chan es that render more non-citizens at
risk of eportation proceedings.

1

A. Background o n the criminal-related deportation
grounds.
The Immigration Act contains numerous deportation
grounds whieh authorize the United States to deport noncitizens. Simply entering the United States without permission, remaining in the U.S. beyond the period of time for
which permission was granted, and cammitt~nga fraud or
misrepresentation to gain an immigration benefit, are examples of deportation grounds unrelated to criminal eonvic-

The categories are not neat, well-defined, classifications of
criminal offenses, but rather, constitute a complex jumble of
offenses that often times overlap. For example, the offense of
armed robbery could be considered a erime involving moral
turpitude, a weapons violation and an aggravated felony triggering all three deportation grounds. In addition, the
Immigration Act only provides the parameters of these broad
classes of deportable offenses while the Board of Immigration
Appeals ("the Board")" and federal circuit courts further
define the scope of each classification. Even with reference
to these decisions, it is not always easy to determine which
offenses fall within these classifications." For this reason, it
is impossible to list all of the offenses under a particular state
penal code which would fall within the criminal-related
deportation grounds. Furthermore, the misdemeanorlfelony
distinction under any state scheme is itrelevant to detenniniug
whether an offense will trigger deportation under any of the
criminal-related grounds.'6
The IIRAIRA keeps intact the main classifications of criminal-related deportation grounds listed above, but also adds
some new ones: convictions related to domestic violence
(including stalking, violation of a protection order, child
abuse, child neglect and child abandonment);" convictions
under 18 U.S.C. $758 for engaging in a high speed flight from
falsely claiming United States citi~enship;'~
a ~heckpoint;'~
and, voting in violation of any Federal, State, or local ordiMore significantly, the IIRAIRA amends the "aggravated felony" definition t~ bring within its ambit convictions
carrying less severe sentences and convictions entered before
the enactment of the new law which were previously excluded
from the definition?'
B. The "aggravated felony" definition.
1. Why is the "aggravated felony" definition important?

If an offense falls within the aggravated felony definition,
most avenues for fighting deportation will be foreclosed and
several other special Consequences afe triggered. For those
who are in the United States without permission (such as
those who entered unlawfully or those who overstayed their
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student or tourist visas), the IlRAIRA does not present a dramatic change since there were few avenues for fighting deportation available to this group under the old law. However,
prior to the enactment of the Anti-Terrorism Act and
Effective Death Penalty Act of 1996 ("the Anti-terrorism
Act'Y2' and the IIRAIRA, a lawful permanent resident convicted of an aggravated felony who had been lawfully domiciled in the United States for seven years could file for a
"waiver of deportation."" But, the Anti-Terrorism Act and
the IIRAIRA eliminated this opportunity for relief from
deportation for a lawful permanent resident alien convicted of
an aggravated fe10ny.~
In addition, if a non-citizen is deported after having been
convicted of an "aggravated felony," in many circumstances
that person will face permanent exile from the United States."
Furthermore, if that individua1attempts to reenter the United
States without permission, she faces the threat of an illegal
reentry charge under 8 U.S.C. $1326 which carries a maximum sentence of twenty yeam inca~ceration.'~It is important
to remember these draconian consequences in light of the
tremendous expansion of the aggravated felony definition, the
new definition of conviction, and the retroactive application
of all of these changes.
2. Understanding the aggravated felony definition.
The "aggravated felony" definition is found at 8 U.S.C.
$1101(a)(43). If is a separate and distinct concept from the
offenses classified as "aggravated" under the Texas Code of
Criminal Procedure ("3(gJ offenses"). Under the Immigration
Act, the original aggravated felony definition, created in
1988, contained only three criminal offenses: murder, drug
trafficking and weapons trafficking. These offenses were
included in the aggravated felony definition regardless of the
length of the sentence imposed. The definition has been
amended no less than five timesn since its creation expanding
its scope each time so that it now includes over twenty-one
subsections describing numerous offenses referencing over
forty federal statutory provisions. Some of the offenses qualify as aggravated felonies regardless of the sentence imposed,
others, such as crimes of violence,28money launderinga9 and
fraudW constitute aggravated felonies only if a certain minimum sentence is imposed.
Determining whether a particular federal crime is,considered an "aggravated felony" under the Immigration Act is
fairly straightforward since the definition references offenses
described in the federal penal code. However, to determine
whether a particular state offense under the Texas Penal Code
is an "aggravated felony" under the Immigration Act, one has
to look at the federal statute referenced in the aggravated
felony definition and compare the elements of the state
offense to the elements nnder the federal penal code to see
whether it is "analogous."" For example, Mr. Gonzalez' conviction for burglary of a vehicle under Texas law is a "crime
of violence" under federal law and is therefore treated as an
aggravated felony."
In addition, one~lrusrset aside any assumptions about what
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it means for an offense to he considered "aggravated" or what
is considered a "felony" offense under state law in determining whether it is an "aggravated felony" under federal law.
Several relatively minor offenses such as receipt of stolen
property:3 document fraud," forgery," and failure to appear
in courtsare defined as "aggravated felonies." As discussed
below, it is even possible for possession of a controlled substance under the Texas Penal Code to be tl.eated as an '"illicit
trafficking offense" and therefore an "aggravated felony"
under the Immigration Act?
3. Understanding the aggravated felony definition as it
relates to drug offenses.

Drug offenses can trigger depo~tabilityunder two different
deportation grounds: (1) on the basis of having been convicted of a controlled substance violation (8 U.S.C.
51227(a)(2)(B)).; and (2) on the basis for having been convicted of an aggravated felony (8 U.S.C. §1227(a)((a)(A)(iii)).
As mentioned above, if a non-citizen is convicted of an
offense which qualifies as an aggravated felony, most opportunities for fighting deportation will be closed. Not all drug
offenses fall within the aggravated felony classification.
Determining whether a state drug offense falls within the
aggravated felony definition can be particularly confusing. In
considering whether a state drug conviction qualifies as an
aggravated felony, as mentioned previously, one must look to
see how it would be treated under the federal penal code. If it
would be treated as a drng trafficking offense under the federal penal code, regardless of how it is treated nnder state
law, it will be considered an aggravated felony under the
Immigration Act.
The aggravated felony definition includes "illicit trafficking" in a controlled substance (as defined in section 102 of the
Controlled Substances Act (21 U.S.C. 802)), including any
"drug trafficking crime" as defined nnder 1 8 U.S.C.
924(~)(2)?~
The Board has developed a two-prong test to
determine whether it state drug offense is an aggravated
felony under the Immigration
Under the first prong of
the test, if a state drug offense is related to trafficking in a
controlled substance or includes any element of the intent to
deliver, it is an agg~avatedfelony under the Immigration
Act.* If the offense does not contain a sufficient nexus to
illicit trafficking, under the second prong of the test, a state
drug offense may nevertheless qualify as an aggravated
felony if it is "analogous" to any "drug trafflking crime'' as
defined under 18 U.S.C. $924(c)(2)."'
"Drug trafficking" is defined, in the federal penal code, as
any felonv punishable under the following federal laws: the
Controlled Substances Act (21 U.S.C. 801 et seq.); Controlled
Substances Import & Export Act (21 U.S.C. 951 et seq.); or,
the Maritime Drug Law Enfo~vementAct (46 U.S.C. App.
1901 et seq.)." An offense is considered a ''felony" under the
federal penal code where imprisonment for more than one
~ ~ the federal Controlled Substances
year is a u t h o r i ~ e d .Under
Act, simple possession of a controlled substanee carries a
maximum penalty of one year incarceration and is therefore

not a felony under the federal penal code." Therefore, a single offense of possession of a controlled substance under the
Texas Penal Code would not be classified as an aggravated
felony under the Immigration Act. As mentioned above, possession would still trigger deportability under the separate
deportation ground based on a couviction of a contsolled substance violation. However, by avoiding the aggravated felony
classification, the right to seek relief from deportation is preserved for those otherwise eligible.

one year term of imprisonment imposed." The WAlRA also
reduces the dollar amount required in order for certain offenses involving money to be considered aggravated fel0nies.5~

The IIRAIRA provides that any reference to a "term of
imprisonment" or a "sentence" is "deemed to include the period of incarceration or confinement ordered by a court of law
regardless of any suspension of the imposition o r execution of that imprisonment or sentence in whole or in part
Mr. Gonzalez' three year
(emphasis added)."'"herefore,
If an individual has a prior d~ug-relatedconviction, regard- sentence to probation will satisfy the one year sentence to
less of whether it is for possession or delivery, under the fed- incarceration requirement for his burglary of a vehicle (a
eral penal code, a subsequent offense for simple possession is crime of violence) to be considered an aggravated felony.
punishable up to two years and is therefore defined as a Since a Class A misdemeanor under Texas law carries a maxfelony." Consequently, if a non-citizen is convicted of pos- imum sentence to incarceration of one year," a non-citizen
session under the Texas Penal Code after having a previous convicted of burglary of a vehicle who is sentenced to one
drug possession conviction, the second conviction will be year of probation (after suspension of the imposition of a sentreated as a "drug trafficking" offense under federal penal tence to incarceration under Art. 42.12 33) would be
code and therefore will, in turn, be considered an "aggravated deportable for having been convicted of an aggravated felony.
felony." For this reason, Mrs. Mills' second conviction f o ~ This represents an important change for clients who receive
possession of cocaine renders her deportable as an aggravated probation pursuant to Art. 42.12 $3 ("regular probation"),
felon. This is also true for a single state or federal offense of since by operation of the statute, a sentence is first imposed
possession of more than five grams of a substauce that con- then suspended and then probation is ordered. This rule will
tains a "cocaine base."* Under the federal penal code, a sin- subject many unsuspecting non-citizens to deportation espegle offense of simple possession of more than five grams of a cially since the change was made retroactive to include all
~ , or after enactment.%
substance containing a cocaine base is defined as a "felony" sentences entered b e f o ~on,
and therefore would be considered "drug trafficking" and
qualify as an aggravated felony."'
Although dispositions under Art. 42.21 $5 are considered
"convictions" by the INS, a sentence to community superviIn sum, if a state drug offense is related to illicit trafficking, sion under this provision should not fall within the new defit will be considered an aggravated felony. If the defendant inition of "sentence" or "term of imprisonment" under
does not have a prior drug-related conviction, and is convict- [IRAIRA, since no sentence to incarceration is first
ed of possession of a controlled substance (regardless of the impo~ed.~'
(The new definition of "conviction" is discussed
amount), the possession couviction will not be considered an later in this article.) Therefore, for an offense that qualifies
aggravated felony. (The offense will still result in deportation
under the controlled substance deportation ground, but the
right to relief from deportation, for those otherwise eligible,
will be retained.) However, a second state conviction for simple possession is treated as "drug trafficking'' under federal
law, even though the offense does not include any eleineut of
delivery or intent to deliver, and therefore will fall within the
aggravated felony classification.

VOICE PUBLICATION
DATES*

4. Changes to the aggravated felony definition under the
IIRAIRA.
The lIRAIRA adds the following new crimes to the aggravated felony definition: 1) rape;'8 2) sexual abuse of a
minor;49 and, 3) violations of section 601 of the National
Security Act of 1947 (relating to protecting the identity of
undercover agents)." These offenses constitute aggravated
felonies regardless of the sentence imposed.
The IIRAIRA also shortens the length of sentence or telm
of imprisonment required for certain offenses to fall within
the "aggravated felony" classification.5' For example, crimes
of violence, theft offenses, offenses related to alien smuggling
and others were only considered aggravated felonies under
the prior law if the term of imprisonmeut imposed was at least
five years. The new law reduces this requirement to only a
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as an aggravated felony only if a certain sentence to incar
ceration is imposed, disposition? under the deferred adjudi
cation provision, while considered convictions by the INS
do not appear to satisfy the statutory definition of "sen
tence" or "term of imprisonment" under the IIRAIRA. This
will not save drug offendms fiom deportation since drug
offenses trigger deportability regardless of the sentenec
imposed; however, those crimes that fall within the aggra
vated felony definition if they result in a sentence to incar
ceration (such as crimes of violence and theft), will likelj
not be classified as aggravated felonies if the defendan!
receives deferred adjudication.
Most significantly, the IIRAIRA changes the effective date
of the aggravated felony definition to include all convictiom
entered on, before o r a f t e r t h e d a t e of enactment
(September 30, 1996).'* Under the previous "aggravated
felony" definition." The original three offenses of murder,
drug trafficking and weapons trafficking were considered
aggravated felonies regardless of the date of conviction."
The offenses that were added in 1990 were characterized as
aggravated felonies only if committed on or after Novefiber
24.1990.6' The offenses added in 1994 were only considered
aggravated felonies if the conviction was entered on or after
the date of enactment!'
Even the amendments adding new
offenses under the Anti-Terrorism and Effective Death
Penalty Act were made prospective.63 The new effective date
under the WAlRA eliniinates these separate effective dates
and simply classifies all offenses listed in the definition as
aggravated felonies regardless of the date of convi~tion.~
For
this reason, Mr. Gonzalez' conviction for burglary of a vehicle which is a %rime of violence," while not an aggravated
felony at the time it was committed, was made an aggravated
felony with the new effective date.
C. The definition of "cunviction."

The IIRAIRA rende~sindividuals who ieceived "deferred
adjudication" pursuant to Art. 42.12 55 of the Texas Code of
Criminal Procedure subject to deportation even though at the
time of sentencing"deferred adjudication" was not considered
a "conviction" for immigration purposes. (Non-citizens, who
received "regular probation" under Art. 42.12 $or some other
sentence pursuant to a provision other than 42.12 55, were
considered "convicted" under the prior immigration Law.)
Some INS district offices, such as the Dallas district office,
have already started to round up and initiate deportation proceedings against non-citizens who received defemd adjudicati~n.~'
Most deportation grounds based on criminal activity require
that the criminal conduct result in a "conviction" to trigger
deportation charge.% A uniform definition of conviction
which is applied to all criminal dispositions under state or
federal law has been in existence since 1988.M The IIRAIRA
sets foah a new definition of "conviction" that includes many
dispositions which are not treated as "convictions" under state
statutory schemes. To understand the new definition under
the IIRAIRA, it is worthwhile to examine briefly the previous
state of the law.
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1. "Conviction" prior to September 30, 1996.
Before Congress codified a new definition of "conviction"
in the IIRAIRA, the operative definition was found in the
Board of Immigration Appeals (the "Board") decision,
Mafter of Ozkok, w h i ~ hin turn represented a sharp depa~ture
from the earlier definition." In determining whether a palticular disposition was a conviction under the principles articulated in Maffer of Ozkok, the first factor to consider was
whether a formal adjudication of guilt was entered. If so,
then a conviction was deemed to exist for immigration purposes. If there was no fo~maladjudication of guilt, the Board
looked to see whether three factors were present: (1) a plea
was entered; (2) some form of restraint was imposed on the
defendant's liberty and (3) no further proceedings wele available to the defendant to determine guilt or innocence." All
three prongs needed to he satisfied for a disposition to be
considered a conviction for inmigration purposes where
there was no formal adjudication of guilt. If one "prong"
under the Ozkok test was missing, the disposition would not
he considered a conviction.
In the 1990 case of Martinez-Monfoya v. INS, the Fifth
Circuit analyzed the Ozkok standard and other relevant case
law to determine whether a disposition of deferred adjudication under Art. 42.12 $5 could be considered a "conviction"
For immigration purposes. In deciding that "deferred adjudication" was not a conviction for immigration purposes, the
Fifth Circuit made two holdings. First, the Court held that
iefeired adjudication did not meet the Ozkok test because of
the "availability" of further proceedings on the issue of guilt
before e n t e ~ i n ga judgment under the Texas statutory
scheme.
(It can be said that under the Texas scheme furher proceedings are not only "available" but are necessmy,
mt as the Fifth Circuit found, it was sufficient that the statute
nerely provided for further ptoceedings whether mandatory
x not.) In other words, the Court found that "defelred adjuiication" did not satisfy the "third prong" of Ozkok- the
zquirement that there must he no further proceedings availkble to the defendant on the issue of guilt before judgment
:odd be entered.
Second, the Court held that for a disposition to be coniidered a conviction for immigration purposes, it must not
mly meet the Ozkok test, but it must also satisfy a separate
equirement of "finality."71 The Fifth Circuit found that,
wen if deferred adjudication could be considered a convicion under the Ozkok standard, it nevertheless failed to
each a sufficient degee of "finality" to trigger immigraion consequences. The Court reasoned that under the
rexas statutory scheme, a defendant retains some direct
@peal rights from the original proceedings in the event
hat the State later pmceeds to adjudication.?' For this reaon, the Court determined that a disposition pursuant to
4rt. 42.12 $5 does not constitute a conviction for immigraion purposes. Therefore, the Fifth Circuit made it clear
hat a particular disposition must satisfy two separate
equirements to trigger immigration consequences: 1) the
hree-prong test under Mafter of Ozkok; and, 2) the requiite degree of "finality".

2. The new definition of "conviction" under the IIRAIRA
The IIRAIRA replaced the Ozkok analysis with a new definition of conviction." The new definition states:
The term "conviction" means, with respect
to an alien, a formal judgment of guilt of the
alien entered by a court or if adjudication of
guilt has been withheld, wbere(i) a judge or jury has found the alieu guilty
or the alien has entered a plea of guilty or
nolo contendere or has admitted sufficient
facts to warrant a finding of guilt, and
(ii) the judge has ordered some form of
pu~ushment,penalty, or restraint on the alien's
liberty to be imposed.
The new definition of "conviction" only requires a guilty
plea and the imposition of some restraint on a defendant's liberty. The new law no longer q u i r e s any consideration of
whether further proceedings are available to the defendant to
determine guilt or innocence (the "third prong" of Ozkok).
With this change, Congress overturned the Fifth Circuit's earlier holding that deferred adjudication does not meet the definitional requirements of a conviction. It is for this reason that
INS and inany immigration practitioners believe that deferred
adjudication is a "conviction" under the new law.
However, this view iguores the second holding in MartinezMontoy finding that even if "deferred adjudication" satisfied
the definitional elements of a conviction, it lacked a sufficient
degree of finality to be considered a conviction for immigration pu~poses. L i e the Ozkok decision at the time it was rendered, the IIRAIRA "drastically changed" the definitio~iof
"conviction" but did not elimiuate the separate requirement of
"finality." In challenging the application of the new definition of conviction to deferred adjudication in immigration
court, uractitione~sshould argue that the IIRAIRA leaves

However criminal defense attorneys need to consider that
although there has been no decision to date by either the Board
of Immigration Appeals (the agency responsible for interpreting the Immig~ationAct) or the Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals,
the INS is currently treating "deferred adjudication" as a conviction under the Immigration Act. While there is a chance
that INS' interpretation will be found unlawful, based on the
argument of "finality," courts of review give great deference to
agency interpretations of the law.75 Therefore, non-citizens
shouId be advised that proceeding with deferred adjudication
presents a high risk of being subject to deportation. For those
who have already been given deferred adjudication, the "finality" argument offers some hope for fighting deportation.

3. The retroactive application of the new definition.
Congress made the new definition of "conviction" retroactive to include, "convictions and sentences entered before, on,
or after the date of the enactment of this Act."" Therefore,

even if an individual received deferred adjudication prior to
September 30, 1996, he could be subject to deportation proceedings. The -e
clause of the U S . Constitution
which prohibits the retroactive application of a law making
past conduct criminal does not pmhibit the retroactive application of a law attaching new immigration consequences to
past conduct."
The reason for this anomalous situation is that the courts
consider deportation "civil" in nature, rather than "ptmishment." Since the ex post facto clause does not offer protection from the retroactive application of a law affecting the
"civil" consequences of conduct, the courts have held that it
does not preclude Congress from passing a law rendering a
previous "non-deportable"conviction a new basis for deportatio11.'~ For this reason, a defendant who pled guilty to an
offense with the understanding that by receiving deferred
adjudication, he could avoid deportation, cannot seek refuge
in the ex post facto clause of the U S . Constitution, even if he
is now facing permanent exile under the new immigration
law. This is also true for those who were convicted of an
offense which was not a deportable offense at the time of the
plea, but which has been made a deportable offense with the
passage of the IIRAIRA
,

Since the immigration consequences of criminal conduct
have become much harsher, the established doctrine of
"deportation is not punishment" is ripe for a new challenge
m d should be reconsidered by the courts. In the interim,
criminal defense attorneys should, to the extent possible,
advise clients who have already been given "deferred adjudication" on a "deportable offense" (or were convicted of an
~ffensewhich has become a deportable offense with the pasrage of the IIRAIRA) of the change in the law. Such advice
is important because if they leave the United States, they can
be denied admission; and, if they are found in the United
States, they could be placed in deportation proceedings.
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II. The crimes of unlawful entry and reentry
("immigration crimes").
It is a misdemeanor offense to enter the United States without per~nission!~ It is a felony offense to reenter the U S .
after having been depo~tedpreviously?0 A sentence under the
felony reentry provision is enhanced if the individual also had
a previous conviction?' If the previous conviction falls within
the aggravated felony classification, it can be enhanced even
more?"sentence can be enhanced based on a previous
conviction of an "aggravated felony" even if at the time of the
conviction, it was not considered an aggravated felony.s3 The
relevant date is the date of the co~nmissionof the unlawful
reentry. In other words, to be subject to an enhancement
based on an earlier conviction added to the aggravated felony
definition under IIRAIRA, the only limitation is that the illegal reentry nust have occurred after September 30, 1996.
The IIRAIRA includes a number of significant changes to
the illegal reentry provisions the most important of which is
the requirement that the U.S. Sentencing Commission promulgate amendments to the sentencing guidelines to make
increases in the base offense level for illegal reentry (and
other "immigration" cri~iies).~
It also subjects to prosecution
those who departed from the United States while an order of
deportation was outstanding?' For those who were sumuiarily
excluded from the United States under the new streamlined
"sunlnlary removal" provisions, the new law precludes them
from collaterally attacking their prior "summary removal
To
order" in the context of a prosecution for illegal 1eentry.8~
facilitate the prosecution and enforcenlent of immigration
crimes such as illegal reentry, the new law provides for twventy five new assistant US. attorneys to prosecute "innnig~ation
violations" and a thousand new border patrol agents a year for
the next five years to assist in apprehending "illegals."

Ill. Practical strategies for advising now
citizen clients.
A. What to do for those who have already been "cnnvicted" of deportable offenses.
As mentioned earlier, non-citizen clients, whether lawfully
or unlawfully present in the United States, should be warned
of the changes in the law and referred to an immigration attorney for a consultation. If a non-citizen convicted of a
deportable offense is found in the United States, he could face
deportation proceedings. If he leaves the country, he could be
denied reentty at the border. If he applies for citizenship, he
could risk losing his green card and face deportation.
Expungement may be available in limited circumstances,
but expungement of a drug offense does not preclude it from
being used for immigration purposes. Habeas relief should be
pursued and presents fertile ground for litigation. However,
federal court review of a state habeas petition is only available for prior convictions if the state petition is filed before
April 1997. Post conviction relief strategies, in light of the
changes under the IIRAIRA effecting noncitizen criminal
offenders,-could be thewbject of a separate article?'
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B. Strategies for those with pending criminal cases.
Given the tremendous changes in immigration law, and the
fact that new changes are made retroactive, advising a noncitizen client is problematic. The best result, of course, is to
get the case dismissed. If this is not possible and a client is
contemplating entering a gnilty plea, an immigration attorney
with an expertise in the area of c~iminal-relatedimmigration
issues, sbould be consulted and asked whether the offense at
issue will subject your client to deportation. This is where
criminal defense and immigration attorneys can work together
to generate CI-eativealteniative pleas. For example, it may be
possible to avoid deportation by pleading to c~iminaltl-espass,
instead of burglary; or, pleading to unauthorized use of a
vehicle, instead of theft of a vehicle.
If there is no way to avoid a plea to a "deportable offense,"
there may be a way to structure the punishment to avoid the
offeme being characterized as an aggravated felony so that
relief from deportation is prcserved. For example, by pleading to possession instead of delivery, a lawful permanent resident can preserve his right to file for relief from deportation.
In some cases, a client may he willing to spend some time
incarcerated instead of receiving a longer probationary sentence which would trigger the aggravated felony classification. For example, if a client pleads guilty to theft and is sentenced to incarceration for a term of less than one year, he
will not be deportable as an aggravated felony. If he receives
a sentence of one year or longer of probation (and a sentence
to incarceration was imposed and suspended), he would be
jeportable as an aggravated feloo.
If no alternative plea is available which could protect a
:lient from deportation or at least preserve her right to relief,
:oing to trial may be the only chance a uon-citizen client has
~t avoiding deportation. Conviction rates at trial are high.
Many times a "win" is considered getting probation for a
:lient or a lighter sentence offered by the prosecutor in a plea
3argain. However, that will not constitute a "win" for most
ion-citizens. There are also several practical considerations
iefense counsel has to deal with in pursuing a trial strategy.
n larger communities, it sometimes takes over a year to take
1 case to trial. If a client is released on bond, the process of
laving to repeatedly go to court may wear him down and he
nay be tempted to make a plea to simply get his case over
~ i t h .For other clients who are not so fortunate as to be
eleased, the pressure of being detained may be too great to
Instain the patience for seeking a strategy of dismissal or
~cquittal.This makes it especially important for a non-citizen
o understand the immigration consequences of a conviction.
In any event, as early in the criminal process as possible, a
on-citizen should be advised as to: I) whether they will be
ubject to deportation proceedings; 2) whether they will have
he right to ask an immigration judge to waive deportation; 3)
vbetber they al-e facing permanent exile if they are deported;
md, 4) the penalties for felony reentry.
To assist criminal defense attorneys in keeping informed
bout the changes in the immigration laws, the Lawyers'

Committee for Civil Rights has formed a state-wide network
of criminal defense attorneys and immigration attorneys. If
anyone is interested in becoming a network member, please
send a $10 check to: Lawyers' Committee for Civil Rights
Under Law of Texas, Inunigrant and Refugee Rights
Project, 2311 N. Flores, San Antonio, TX, 78212, or phone
(915) 532-3370.

Defense Departnleut Appropriations Act, 1997, Pub. L.
104-207, 110 Stat. 3008 (1996). The Illegal Imtnigration
Reform and Immigrant Responsibility Act of 1996 is
Division C of that Act. Citation to this Act will be indicated as "1996 Act 5-."
2. There are numerous articles explaining various aspects
Osuna, "The 1996
of the IIRAIRA. See a,
Immigration Act: Document Fraud and Alien
Smuggling," 73 Intergreter Releases 1605 (November
25, 1996); Osuna, "The 1996 hmnigration Act: Border
Control and Legal Entry," 73 Intemreter Releases 1529
(Nov. 4, 1996).
3. The term "non-citizens" encompasses anyone who is not
a United States citizen, including lawful permanent resident aliens ("green card holders"). Since non-citizens
are subject to deportation, even lawful permanent residents could be deported if they are convicted of certain
crimes or engage in other conduct coming within any of
the other deportation grounds.
4. This would be the case even though in 1993 burglary of
.
of the Texas Penal Code was
a vehicle uuder A I ~30.04
reclassified as a Class A misdemeanor rather than a
felony of the third degree as it was classified in 1991.
See Acts 1993, 73rd Leg., ch. 900, $1.01, eff. Sept. 1,
1994. See later discussion in this article regarding the
changes made to the "aggravated felony" definition.
5. See note 25 for a discussion of whether Mr. Gonzalez or
Mrs. Mills will ever again be able to enter the United
States lawfully.
6. Tex. Code Crim. Proc. Ann. $42.12 $5 (West 1994)
(Sopp. 1997).
7. All of the grounds of deportability are set out under 8
U.S.C. $1227.
8. There are a number of otber less common classes of
criminal offenses such as crimes relating to espionage (8
U.S.C. $$1227(a)(Z)(D)(i), treason (8 U.S.C.
§1227(a)(2)(D)(i)), and terrorist activity (8 U.S.C.
$1227(a)(4)) which can result in deportation.
9. The Immigration Act provides for two deportation
grounds related to "crimes involving moral turpitude." 8
U.S.C. $$1227(a)(Z)(A) PI-ovidesthat:
(if Crimes involving moral turpitude- Any alien
wh*
(I) is convicted of a crime involving 101-a1turpitude
withiu five years (or ten years in the case of an alien
provided lawful pe~nanentresident status under section 245(i)) after the date of admission, and
(11) is convicted of a c ~ i m
for which a sentence of
one year or longer may be imposed.
(ii)Multiple Criminal Convictions- Any alien who at
any time after adlnission is convicted of two or more
1.

crimes involving moral hlrpitude, not arising out of
a single scheme of criminal misconduct, regardless
of whether confined therefor and regardless of
whether the convictions were in a single trial, is
deportable.
8 U.S.C. $1227(a)(Z)(B) provides that:
(i) Conviction- Any alien who at any time after
admission has been convicted of a violation of (or
conspiracy or attempt to violate) any law or regulation of a State, the United States, or a foreign country relating to a contl-olled substance (as defined in
section 102 of the Controlled Substance Act (21
U.S.C. 802)), other than a single offense involving
possession for one's own use of 30 grams or less of
marijuana, is depo~table.
(ii) Drug Abusers and Addicts- Any alien who is,
or at any time after admission has been, a drug
abuser or addict is depol-table.
8 U.S.C. $1227(a)(2)(C) provides that:
Any alien who at any time after admission is convicted under any law of purchasing, selling, offering
for sale, exchanging, using, owning, possessing, or
carrying, or of attempting or conspiring to purchase
sell, offer for sale, exchauge, use, own, possess, or
carry, any weapon, part, or accessory which is a
firearm or destructive device (as defined in section
921(a) of title 18, United States Code) in violation
of any law is deportable.
8 U.S.C. $1227(a)(2)(iii) provides that, "Any alien who
is couvicted of an aggravated felony at any time after
admission is deportable."
8 U.S.C. $1227(a)(l)(E) provides that, "Any alien who
(prior to the date of entry, at the time of any entry, or
within 5 years of the date of any entry) knowingly has
encouraged, induced, assisted, abetted, or aided any
other alien to enter or to try to enter the United States in
violation of law is deportable."
The Board of Immigration Appeals is the appellate
body which reviews decisions from the lower inmigration courts. The Board of Itnmigration Appeals
and the lower immigration courts are part of the
Executive Office of Immigration Review which is
within the Department of Justice, but is a separate
entity from the INS.
For example, the definition of "a crime involving moral

Assistant Federal Public Defender, El
Paso, Del Rio. See 18 U.S.C. 3006A.
Requires fluency in Spanish, commitment
to representing indigent accused, and a
reputation for personal integrity. Federal
criminal trial experience preferred. Letter of
interest, resume and writing sample to:
Federal Public Defender, 727 E. Durango,
6-207, San Antonio 78206.
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16.
17.
18.

19.

20.

21.
22.
23.

.

25.

turpitude" is nebulous and the e are several offense6
which arguably can fall outside the definition, but neithe~
the Board nor my circuit court has yet to decide whethex
they are "crimes involving moral turpitude."
See later discussion in this wick regarding the "aggravated felony'' definition.
1996 Act $350; 8 U.S.C. 8 1227(a)(2)(E).
1996 Act $108; 8 U.S.C. §1227(a)(2)(A)(iv). The
IIRAIRA added this offense to the federal penal code
while at the same time designating it as a new ground of
deportability.
1996 Act §344(b); 8 U.S.C. $1227(a)(3)[D). Note that
this ground became effective for false claims made m or
after the enactment of the IIRAIRA (September 30,
1996). In addition, the claim to false citizenship need
not mnlt in a conviction under the federal penal code to
provide the basis for depo~tabilityunder this plwision.
1996 Act $347; 8 U.S.C. $1227(a)((6). This applies to
voting occurring before, on, or after the date of enactment of the IIRAIRA (September 30,1996). As with the
new deportation ground relating to false claims to US.
citizenship, this provision does not require a conviction
to trigger deportability.
1996 Act $321; 8 U.S.C. $1101(a)[43).
Anti-terrorism and Effective Death Penalty Act of 1996,
Pub. L. 104-132,§440(c), 110 Stat. 1214 (1996).
Former 8 U.S.C. §ll82(c). While the original waiver
was only available to those in "exclusion proceedings,"
the Second Circuit held that it was a violation of equal
protection to deny those in deportation proceedings the
benefit of this waiver. Francis v. INS,532 F.2d 268 (2d
Cir. 1976); Matrer of Siha, 16 I & N Dec. 26 @IA 1976)
(applying the decision in Francis v. INS nationwide).
The Anti-terrorism Act, signed into law on April 24,
1996, eliminated this waiver for any non-citizen
deportable by reason of having committed an offense
covered under several different criminal-elated deportation grounds, including, but not limited to the aggravated
felony classification. &g Anti-terrorism and Effective
Death Penalty Act of 1996, Pub. L. 104-132, 110 Stat.
1214, $440(d]. The IIRAIRA restores this waiver for
anyone deportable under these classifications except for
those convicted of an aggravated felony. 1996 Act 6304,
INA 924OA(a)* [Note to the editor: I have not been
able to obtain the cite to INA &24l(a) under Title 8.1
However, since the restoration of the waiver does not
become effective until April 1, 1997, many non-citizens
are being denied the oppormnity to seek a waiver that is
available to them under the IIRAIRA.
A person who is deported after having been convicted of
an aggravated felony is barred from reentering the
United States. 8 U.S.C §1182(a)(9)(A). While there is
a waiver available to remove this bar to readmission to
the United States, severill ctiminal offenses trigger a separate statutory bar to admission. For example, burglrny
of a vehicle triggers a separate bar to admission based on
a conviction for a crime involving moral tnrpitude. 8
U.S.C. $1182(a)(2)(A)(i)(I). This statutory bar can he
waived under 8 U.S.C. 51l&2(h), but this waiver is not
available-to anyone who was previously a lawful perma-
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26.

27.

28.
29.
30.
31.
32.

33.
34.
35.
36.
37.

nent resident. For this reason, Mr. Gonzalez faces permanent exile from the United States. (As a practical
matter, even if available, waivers for criminal conduct
are difficult to secure.) Some criminal grounds of
deportability, such as a weapons violation, do not constitute a separate bar to reentry. Therefore, if a non-citizen
is convicted of an aggravated felony offense which does
not present a separate barto admission, she only needs to
secure one waiver (under 8 U.S.C. g1182(a)(P)(A)(iii))
to overcome the statutory bar to admission based on having been deported after having been convicted of an
aggravated felony. For example, a person convicted of
weapons trafficking, who is otherwise eligible for a visa
to enter the United States, need only seek a waiver under
8 U.S.C. $1182(a)(9)(A)(iii) in order to be readmitted.
Other offenses, such as drng offenses, present a bar to
lawful admission and no waiver is available. 8 U.S.C
$1182(a)(2)(A)(II). For this reason, Mrs. Mills also
faces permanent exile from the United States.
8 U.S.C. $1326(b)(2). Because of the way that the federal sentencing guidelines are currently structured, in plattice, it is not possible to receive a twenty year sentence
under this provision. However, as is discussed below,
this is sure to change in the wake of thenew law.
In addition to the IIRAIRA, the aggravated felony definition has been amended by the following Acts: The
Immigration Act of 1990, Pub. L. No. 101-649,$501,104
Stat. 4978 (1990); the Immigration and Nationality
Technical Corrections Act of 1994 Pub. L. No. 103-416,
9222, 108 Stat. 4305 (1994); the Violent Crime Control
and Law Enforcement Act of 1994, Pub. L. No. 103-322;
the Anti-terrorism and Effeciive Death Penalty Act of
1996, Pub. L. 104-132, §441,110 Stat 1214 (1996).
8 U.S.C. $1101(a)(43)(F).
8U.S.C. 8$1101(a)(43)@).
8 U.S.C. $1101(a)(43)@d)(i).
Matter of L.G., Interim Decision No. 3254 @IA1995).
United S m v. Rodriguez-Gwnan,56 F.3d 18 (5th Cu.
1995) (The Court found that burglary of a vehicle presents a "substantial risk" that physical force may be used
against property; therefore, it falls within the definition
of a "crime of violence" as defined under 18 U.S.C. $16
rendering it an "aggravated felony" under 8 U.S.C.
§1101(a)(43)0.)
8US.C. §1101(a)(43)(G).
8U.S.C $1101(a)(43)P).
8 U.S.C. $1 lOl(a)(43XR).
8 U.S.C. §1101(a](43)(T).
See Matter ofL.G., Interim Decision No. 3254 (BIA
1995).
8 U.S.C. $1 lOl(a)(43)(@).
Supra note 30.

38.
39.
40. U.
41. Id.
42. 18 U.S.C. $924(c)(2).
43. 18 U.S.C. §3559(a).
14. 21 U.S.C. 6844Ca).
45. U.
16. Supra note 43.
+7. -note
38.

I

48. 1996 Act $321; 8 U.S.C. $1101(a)(43)(A). This is somewhat redundaut since "rape" is also a "crime of violence"
which has been part of the aggravated felony defhtion
since 1990.
49. 1996Act $321; 8 U.S.C. $1101(a)(43)(A).
50. 1996Act $321; 8 U.S.C. gllOl(a)(43)(L)(ii).
51. 1996 Act $321.
52. 1996 Act $321.
53. 1996 Act $321. For example, under the old law, money
laundering was considered an aggravated felony only if
the funds exceeded $100,000. This amount has been
reduced to $10,000 uuder the new law. Offenses involving fraud or deceit were considered "aggravated
felonies" only if the loss to the victim exceeded
$200,000. The IIRAIRA reduces this loss requirement to
$10,000.
54. 1996 Act $322(a); 8 U.S.C. $1 101(a)(48)(B). This language regarding the suspension of the imposition of a
sentence was only found in certain places in the INA
prior to the enactment of the IIRAIRA. The IIRAIRA
made the language applicable throughout the TNA.
55. Tex. Penal Code. Ann. $12.21 (West 1994).
56. 1996 Act $322(c).
57. Art. 42.12 $5 ("deferred probation") does not contain the
same language as fouud in Art. 42.12 $(a) ("regular probation") regarding a judge's authority to "suspend the
in~positionof a sentence and place the defendant on
community supervision." Art. 42.12 $5(a) merely provides that a judge may "defer proceedings without entering an adjudicatiou of guilt, and place the defendant on
community supervision." The Texas Court of Criminal
Appeals recognized this difference in the nature of the
senteuces imposed nuder the two different provisions
fmding that under deferred adjudication "no sentence is
assessed and the imposition of a sentence is not suspended." McNew v. State of Texas, 608 S.W.2d 166,172 (Tx.
Ciim. App. 1980).
58. 1996 Act $322(c).
59. 1996 Act $322(c).
60. Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1990, Pub. L. No. 101-690,
$7342, 102 Stat. 4470 (1988).
61. Immigration and Nationality Technical Corrections Act
of 1994, Pub. L. No. 101-649, $501, 104 Stat. 4978
(1990).
62. Immigration and Nationality Technical Corrections Act
of 1994, Pub. L. No. 103-416, $222(b), 108 Stat. 4305
(1994).
63. Anti-Terrorism and Effective Death Penalty Act of 1996,
Pub. L. No. 104-132, $441, 110 Stat. 1214 (1996).
64. 1996 Act $321(c).
65. Between early October 1996 and the beginning of
December 1996, the Dallas INS district office reports
that it arrested over fifty "sexual offenders" who
received "deferred adjudication". "Operation Second
Chance," as it is called by the INS, refers to the second
chance that the new law has given INS to apprehend
those who were not previously deportable because
"defened adjudication" was not considered a conviction
for deportation purposes prior to the passage of the
IIRAIRA. INS stated that sexual offenders are the ' M s i

target" making it clear that it is planning on arresting
other noncitizens who obtained deferred adjudication.
See The Dallas Mornine News, December 5, 1996, p. 41.
--66. Some exclusion grounds do ~lotrequire a conviction, but
rather only require the admission of the essential elements
of an offense. 8 U.S.C. $$1182(a)((2)(A). Exclusion
grounds apply when someone has not made an "entry"
into the United States and is seeking admission. The concept of "ently" has been replaced with the definition of
"admission" and the "exclusion grounds" are now
referred to "grounds of inadmissibility." See 1996 Act
$301(a). However, the basic concept remahs the same;
therefore, any alien who attempts to enter the United
States unlawfully could be charged with inadmissibility
for simply admitting the essential elements of a crime
involving moral turpitude. However, a conviction is still
required for a lawful permauent resident alien to be
charged under most criminal-related depo~lationgrounds.
67. Matter of Ozkok, 19 I & N Dec. 546 (BIA 1988).
68. Under the previous standard, how a state treated a particular disposition was relevant to determining how it
would be characterized for immigration pu~poses.In setting a new definition iu Matter of Ozkok, the Board of
Immigration Appeals tried to set a national uniform standard which did not turn on the "vagaries of state law."
[cite]
69. Id.
70. The Fifth Circuit found that, 'The Texas deferred adjudication procedure does not satisfy the [third] requirement
[under Ozkok]. Under the Texas procedure, if the
accused violates the term of his or her probation, the trial
coua has discretion to hold further proceedings on the
issue of guilt before entering a finding of guilt and a
judgment." Marfirtez-Montoya v. Z.N.S., 904 F. 2d 1018,
1024 (5th Cir. 1990).
71. The Fifth Circuit stated that, "Although the Ozkok decision drastically changed the standard for determiuing
whether a conviction exists at all, it nonetheless reaffirmed the continued applicability of the separate and
well-established rule that an alien's conviction also must
be final to be considered a conviction for immigration
purposes." Martinez-Montoya v. INS, 904 F . 2d 1018,
1022 (5th Cir. 1990). In reference to the Texas deferred
adjudication provision the Court held that, '%loreover,
even if the deferred adjudication of his guilty plea was
considered a conviction, Martinez-Montoyastill properly
cannot be considered convicted for immigration purposes
because the alleged conviction is not final." Id. at 1025.
72. Id.at 1025. %also Rogers, "Appellate Court Review
of Deferred Adjudication Proceedings in Texas," 25
Voice 8 (1996) (regarding a discussion on the direct
appeal rights under deferred adjudication).
73. 1996 Act $322.
74. The legislative history of the IIRAIRA makes it clear
that it was Congress' intent to include in the new definition of conviction dispositions where adjudication of
guilt is deferred. H.R. Conf. Rep. No. 828, 104th
Congress, 2nd Sess. (1996), reprinted in 142 Cong. Rec.
HI0899 (daily ed. September, 2.4, 1996.)
75. Chevron v. NRDC, 467 US. 837 (1984).
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1996 Act $322(c).
Harisiodes v. Shaiighnessy, 342 U S . 580 (1952).
Id.
8 U.S.C. $1325.
8 U.S.C. $1326.
8 U.S.C. 51326(b)(1).
8 U.S.C. 51326(b)(12).
U.S. v. Garcia-Rico, 46 F.3d 8 (5th Cir. 1995).
1996 Act 5334.
1996 Act 5 324.
1996 Act $302.
Anti-Terrorism and Effective Death Penalty Act of 1996,
Pub. L. 104.132, 5101, 110Stat. 1214(1996).
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